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Abstract

ln this thesis the problem of localizing discontinuities while smoothing noisy data

is solved fer the surface reconstruction method known as Curvature Consistency. In

this algorithm, noisy initial estimates of surface patches are refined according to a

continuity model, using a relaxation process. The interaction between neighbouring

pixels in local neighbourhoods during relaxation is shown to be equivalent to a multi

ple measurement fusion proccss, where each pixel acts as a measurement source. Using

optimal estimation theory as a basis, an adaptive weighting technique is developed to

estimate interpolant surface patch parameters from neighbouring pixels. By apply

ing the weighting proccss iteratively within local neighbourhoods, discontinuities are

localized, and a piecewise-continuous surface description is achieved. The resulting

discontinuity loca!ization algorithm is adaptive over different signal to noise ratios,

robust over discontinuities of different scales and independent of user set parameters.
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Cette thèse résont le problème de localisation d"s discontinniti·s de la Ini,thod,' d,'

reconstruction de surface 'Curvature Consistency', tout en lissant I"s dOlln,;es hruiti·es.

Dans cct algorithme, les estimés initialement bruités des méthodes de reconstructiou

de surfaces sont améliorées pour satisfaire un modèle de conti nuit,; en utilisant un

procédé de relaxation. L'interaction entre les pixels voisins pendant le prod'd,; de

relaxation est présenté comme étant équivalent il un procédé de fusion de dOlln,'",s

où chaque pixel agit comme une source de mesure. En se hasant sur un" théOl'i"

de mesure optimale, une méthode de pondération adaptative est utilisée pour evaluer

des informations provenant des différents pixels voisins. En appliquant cdte IIH;thode

itérativement, les discontinuités sont graduellement détectées ct une description de

surface localement continue est réalisée. La dét.ection des discontinuités résultante est

adaptative aux différents rapports de signal à bruit, robuste pour dirr"I'entes "chelles

de discontinuités et pratiquement libre de paramètres à définir par l'utilisateur.

Il
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• Chapter 1 Introduction

This thesis presents a new way of looking al, inter-pixel interact.ion dlll'ing relaxation

processes. Using this approach, a novelmethod is proposed for the IOl'ali~ationof dis

continui tics during surface reconstruction fromnoisy range data. The ndghhonrhood

level processing dnring relaxation is shown 1,0 be eqnivalent to il multiple measnl'<'·

ment fusion problem which is solved using optimal estimation theory. Pixels in a

given neighbourhood act as information sources, combining their information in sonl<'

fashion to update the state of that neighbourhood. The surface reconstl'llction algo

rithm of focus is the so called curvature consistency algorithm [12] [1:lJ [IG] [20] [!ifl]

[56]. Since smoûthing of noisy surface patch estimates in this algorithnl involves a

variational relaxation process, the neighbourhood information processing in this stage

can be formulated in multiple measurelllent fusion terms using the theOl'y developed

in this thesis. Optimal estimates of surface patch paramelers in each neighbonrhood

are obtained by combining information from ail the neighbours. Ily redclining the

concept of noise in the image, the same optimal estimator is then adjnsted to provide

discontinuity localizô.tion while eliminating errors duc to noise.

The purpose of most surface reconstruction algorithms is to provide a piecewise

continuous surface description from noisy image data. The problem of removing noise

while preserving edges in the image data has been studied hy many researchers [8] [!l]

[38J [39] [42] [49] [54] [69] [70]. Most of the algorithms developed hy these researc1l<,rs

arc adaptive in the sense that noise smoothing is applied only in continuous data re

gions and inhibited in the presellce of ail edge. III the field of surface reconstruction,

mallY researchers base their approach on the regularization framework [501. Varions

methods have been proposed to incorporate discontinuity information illto this frame..

work [2] [4] [27] [41] [59] [66J. Nearlyall algorithms reviewed require sorne user set

parameters. Sorne of the more recent adaptive algorithms [41] [49] [51] still reqnire a

parameter which contrais the level of smoothing to be applied to the image. III the

1



1. Introduction

attempt tu make the disc:ontinuity loc:alization algorithm in this thesis completcly

adaptive, methods have bcen found to set ail the parameters automatically.

Optimal estimation theory has found many applications in the field of image,

and mure generally, signal processing [23J [71]. In this thesis, a novel use of this

theory has been found in providing optimal surface patch estimates while preserving

discontinuities in the curvature consistency surface reconstruction algorithm.

1.1 Motivation

Visual reconstruction is an important area of research in the field of computer vision.

The goal is to reduce visual data to stable descriptions [4J. Tt is viewed as an ill-posed

inverse mathematical problem [50J. In the absence of constraints, the existence and

stability of a unique solution cannot be guaranteed.

Surface reconstruction techniques deal with a particular aspect of visual recon

struction, which is the inference of surfaces from sets of noisy image data. Constraints

are needed to narrow the choices of surface functions representing the image samples.

Surface reconstruction is seen as being an early vision process, after which the higher

level processes act to aggregate the stable surface descriptions to produce more do

main dependent knowledge. In early vision processes, the constraints need necessarily

be generic and should ref!ect general assumptions about the physical world being im

aged and the imaging modality itself.

A local surface smoothness constraint is one such generic assumption which helps

in restricting the domain of possible solutions for a function which interpolates a set

of image samples. However, a smoothness constraint by itself may be incomplete,

if not inaccuratc, in some regions of the sampIed data. In particular, inaccurate

representation of a sampIed surface is obtained in regions containing discontinuitip.s

if the smoothness constraint is applied blindly. A smooth interpoJating function does

not follow sampIed data in discontinuous regions. '1'0 Jocalize discontinuities in local

neighbourhoods, it is imperative to either

1. include a modeJ of discontinuities as part of the constraints, or

2



1. Int.rodnction

2. apply the smoothness constmint selectively, ba.",,,1 on a helid in the continui!.y

of the sampIed data.

Under-constraining is precisely the prohlern with t,he slll'face rcconstrnct.ion al

gorithm referred 1.0 as the "curvature consistency" aigorithlll, whirh is the focns of

this thesis. The cul'vature consistency framework was first introd..""d hy Sander iUlll

Zucker for surface reconstruction in 3D voxel based images [5G], and was conseqnent,ly

modified for ran;;e images in [14, 15]. This algorithm opemtes on localnwasul'<'llll'nts

of surface orientation and curvature 1.0 produce a stable snrface description frolll noisy

discrete surface samples. Here the idea is 1.0 iteratively refine an initial set. of slll'faCl'

descriptors such that, al. convergence, each provides a consistent representation of its

local surface region with respect 1.0 its neighbours. The problelll is forlllulated as an

energy minimization where the task is 1.0 minimize a functional form that lilllits the

variation of curvature with respect 1.0 an implied model of the local surface [5Ii, :l7J.

The resulting class of algorithms is robust, view-independent" and converges quite

rapidly 1.0 stable descriptions [14, 15, 37, 5GJ. However, as presently formnlatecl, the

curvature consistency framework does not have an explicit modcl of discontinnity and

applies the continuity constraint even across discontinuous sample datai. Surface dis

continuities are ail pervasive in reallife data: step edges occur at the junction of two

adjacent objects, between object and background or between occ\nding object; roof

edges occur between adjacent faces of a single object [4]. While recovering il stahle

surface description, il. is important 1.0 preserve the discontinuities as a precursor to

object segmentation and identification.

The effect of the original curvature consistency algorithm in reconstl'llcting il dis

continuous surface is demonstrated in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.1(a) shows noisy snrface

patch estimates from a synthetically generated step edge with Gaussian noise added.

Figures 1.1(b) and 1.1(c) show the effects of the original curvature consistency algo

rithm on the step edge, after 30 and 100 Iterations respectivc1y. The discontinuity

distortion can be seen 1.0 gel. progressivc1y worse with the number of iterations. Fig-

1We are mainly concerned with CO and Cl discontinuiti...

3



(a)

(c)

1. Int.roduction

(il )

(d)

Figure 1.1: (a) Gaussian noise added to a synthetic step edge. Distortion
in the step after (b) 30 iterations of curvature consistency algorithm, (c) al.
convergence (100 iterations). (d) Reconstruction using the edge localization
method al. convergence.

ure J.l(d) shows the same step discontinuity recovered after 3D iterations of the dis

continuity localization method developed in this thesis. The discontinuity structure

can be seen 1.0 be preserved while providing the same smoothing effect in the continu

ous regions of the data. Figure 1.2 shows the distortion for a roof discontinuity using

the original algorithm in Figure 1.2(b) and (c), and the preservation of the edge in

Figure 1.2(d) using the modified algorithm.

To tackle the problem of edge distortion, a modification is required 1.0 the func

tional minimization procedure in the curvature consistency algorithm to adapt 1.0

local discontinuities. It is desirable 1.0 make the solution adaptive over the image so

that no user set thresholds are required and images of different noise properties can

be handled. It should also be able 1.0 accommodate discontinuous surface features al.

4
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(a)

(c)

1. Int.roduct.ion

(h)

(d)

•

Figure 1.2: (a) Gaussian noise addcd to a synthctic roof cdgc. Distortion
in the step after (b) 20 iterations of curvature consistency algorithrn, (c)
at convergence (100 iterations). (d) Reconstruction using cdgc iocalizatioll
method after 20 iterations.

5



1. Introduc.tion

dilferent scales. Properties like view invariance [5] [61] which arc exhibited by the

existing curvature consistency algorithm should be preserved.

1.2 Overview

The discontinuity localization problem can be solved either by including a modcl of

discontinuity in the constraints or by applying the c.onstraints selectiveli. Several

researchers have adopted the former approach in their surface reconstruction methods,

where they have incorporated models of discontinuity as part of the constraints in

the functional minimization leading to a unique surface function [2] [41]. One of the

terms in the minimization function is dependent on the nth derivative of sampie data,

where n determines the continuity of the region.

ln the second approach, the smoothness constraint is applied selectively. It is

enforced only in those image regions where there is reason to believe that the image

data cornes from a continuous region of the surface. Sorne researchers [24] [66] control

the application of the continuity constraint by assuming that discontinuity informa

tion is available beforehand and smoothing the data only in the continuous regions of

the data. However, discontinuity information is not always available. This approach

then has the disadvantage of requiring a priori knowledge of the image properties and

not being adaptive over variable noise in the image samples. Adaptive techniques

can be used to modulate the application of the continuity constraints ac.cording to

the degree of discontinuity in the sample data rather than make a binary decision

on the presence or absence of an edge. The degree of dis(continuity) is learnt on the

lIy, while the smoothing is applied. Adaptive techniques have the advantage in that

image properties are estimated and consecutively refined automatically as part of the

process.

Traditionally, first derivatives have been used to define the "edginess" in a region

during surface reconstruction [4] [24] [41] [49] [54] [66]. The edginess control is used

to determine the balance between two separate processes acting on the noisy data.

2Various implementations of the curvature consistency algorithm deal with discontinuities in ad
hoc fashion, typical1y by not updating across stcep curvature gradients.

6



1. Introdnd.iun

One process forces the interpolating function to smooth over the nuisy sl'diolls uf thl'

data, while the other accommodates discontinuities and c\oseness of tH 1.0 the data.

In sorne of the works [4] [241 [66], an energy t,hreshold was uscd 1.0 makI' a hinary

decision on the presence or absence of a discontinuity in the energy Illillimi~atioll

process. Recent modifications 1.0 these algorithms [22J [41J have made them more

adaptive 1.0 the image and do not require such a user set t.hreshold.

In this thesis the discontinuity locali~ation prohlem in the Clll'vatlll'e consistency

algorithm is solved using an adaptive method, which controIs the application of the

constant curvature constraint according 1.0 a clll'rent belief in the coutiuuity of the

data. Using a l'l'cursive estimation technique, the l'l'construction process "Ieams" the

continuous or discontinuous nature of the local surface and appHes the smoothiug

constraint accordingly.

In the curvature consistency framework, the continuity in a neighhollrhood is

determined by taking the difference between what a neighbour predicted iLS the in

terpolant surface patch parameters, and whal. was actuaily obtained after intcgratiug

information from a11 the other neighbours. Conceptua11y, this rnethod of dctermiuing

(dis)continuity is significantly different from simply taking a first derivative.

Over several iterations, within a local neighbourhood, the current belief of conti

nuity or discontinuity is represented by an "error" variance associated with each pixel

in that neighbourhood. The error variance of a given pixel tracks the history of its

accuracy in estimating the interpolant patch parameters over the iterations. lu the

presence of an edge, sorne neighbours would consistent1y demonstrate a worse perfor

mance in the patch estimation process than others. A dichotolllY in error variances

within the same neighbourhood would indicate the presence of an edge. However, no

attempt is made 1.0 make a binary decision about its presence or absence, as this would

involve setting a user set threshold. Rather, the error variance is used 1.0 weight the

pixel's influence in determining the interpolant patch parameters in the subsequent

iterations.

Optimal estimation theory offers a method of incorporating measurements from

multiple sources with different noise properties. In a major contribution of this the-
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sis, it is shown that inter-pixel interaction during relaxation processes can in fact

be construed as a multiple measurement fusion problem, with each pixel acting as

a source of measurement. The smoothing operation in the curvature consistency al

gorithrn is performcd using variational relaxation, which is based on the paradigm

of relaxation labeling [34], except, it performs iterative constraint satisfaction in the

continuous domain. Relaxation algorithms propagate information across the image

iteratively. At each iteration a new "measurement" is available at a pixel-source. An

optimal estimation technique can then be used to combine the measurements from

pixel-sources in a neighbourhood to predict the interpolant patch parameters. The

optimal estimator developed in this thesis uses a function of the prediction error vari

ance of each pixel-source to weight ;:~ contribution to the interpolant surface patch

paramcter update.

By accommodating discontinuities in the "noise" model attributed to each pixel

source, we arrive at a method by which the prediction error variance at each pixel is

now capable of storing information about the continuity of data in the neighbourhood.

By using an appropriate function of the error variance, it now becomes possible to

encourage intra-region smoothing rather than inter-region smoothing across discon

tinuities.

Though the direct application of this discontinuity localization method is in sur

face reconstruction, it couId conceivably be applied to any general smoothing problem

where edges nced to be preserved. The weighting function in the resulting edge pre

serving smoother, is similar to the one proposed by Saint-Marc et al. in [54]. Whereas

the origins of their work lie in the anisotropic diffusion work done by Perona and Ma

lik [49J, the origin of the adaptive smoother presented in this thesis lies in optimal

estimation theory. To the bcst of the author's knowledge, the idea of using optimal

estimation be/ween neighbouring image pixels for discontinuity preserving smoothing

has not been add..essed in existing literature. Saint-Marc et al. and Perona and

Malik, leave sorne parameters as user set arguments, such as the one which controls

the amount of smoothing to be applied. In my approach ail such parameters are

calculated automatically and adaptively over an image.

8
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Note that this work addresses the problem of locati;r,ing and preserving the local

structure of discontinuities adaptively, withont explicitly identifyillg th"l1I. The '!<-<'i

sion on the presence or absence of a discontinuity is not llceded a priori and could be

made after the surface is reconstructed.

The assumption in the development of the original cmvature consistency algorithl1l

was of local C2 continuity of the underlying surface. ln this thesis, the edge preserving

reconstruction algorithm will also be applied to data from Cu and Cl eDntinuons

surfaces. On these surfaces the continuity constraint depends only on the position

and normals of the adjacent patehes. The discontinnities locali;r,ed on the Cu snrface

is only in depth, the ones on the Cl surface is in depth and norl1lals, and the ones

on the C2 surfaces are in depth, normals as well as curvature cOl1lponenl,s. Another

assumption made is that the noise in the image is zero mean Ganssian.

In this thesis, the curvature consistency algorithm withont discontinuity local

ization is referred to as the "original algorithm", and the extellded algorithm with

discontinuity localization, as the "modified algorithm". In the context of the cm

vature consistency algorithm, the discontinuities which arc locali;r,cd arc in depth,

orientation and curvature.

1.3 Contribution

In this thesis, an original and unique discontinuity localization method is ,baibed ill

the framework of the curvature consistency surface reconstruction aigoritilln. More

specifically, the contributions are:

1. It is shown that inter-pixel interactions which take place in relaxation processes

can be construed in estimation theoretic terms. At each Iteration in the relax

ation process, the problem of finding the new state of a neighbourhood using

the information from the constituent pixels is in fact a problem of multiple

measurement fusion and can be solved using optimal estimation theory.

2. Using optimal estimation theory as a basis, a new method is proposed in the

curvature consistency framework to estimate interpolant surface patch param-

9



1. Introduction

eters rrom neighbouring pixe1s. The patch parameter estimates are optimal in

the minimum mean square error (MMSE) sense.

3. While keeping within the optimal estimation framework, a change in the defi

nition of noise provides a method to localize discontinuities while providing a

smooth surface fit in continuous areas using the curvature consistency smooth

ing algorithm.

~. The edge preserving smoother deve10ped in this thesis is shown to be completcly

adaptive to discontinuities in depth, orientation and curvatures and over varying

noise leve1s within the same image.

5. The edge preserving algorithm is shown to be robust over scale space. Process

ing can be done using diIferent neighbourhood sizes, achieving the same edge

localization eIfect.

6. The algorithm is made completely adaptive, with no user set parameters to

adjust the amount of smoothing required.

7. An analysis of the proposed algorithm is presented, with an in-depth look at

the l'ole of each parameter.

8. Experiments are presented on synthetic and real range images to validate the

theorics set forth in this thesis.

1.4 Organization of Thesis

Bcfore tackling the tneory behind the discontinuity localization method, a survey of

existing methods is presented in Chapter 2. Previous work is reviewed in the field

of adaptive noise removal algorithms, surface :econstruction in the regularization

framework and associated discontinuity localization methods, and finally the use of

optimal estimation theory in the field of image and signal processing.

In Chapter 3, an overview of the curvature consistency surface reconstruction

algorithm is presented. Since it is this algorithm which we will augment to include

10
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the discontinuity localization feature, it is worthwhile t.o review t.he t.heory behind it..

The algorithm is presented in the cont.ext of reconst.rnction from l'ange imag.,s. Th"

surface representation, methods for obt.aining a first est.imat.e of t.he surfaœ l'at.rh,'s,

and the method to iteratively refine these estimates arc covered.

Chapter 4 provides an introduction to optimal estimation t.heory. The nsage of a

simple version of the Kalman filter is illnstrated by applying it. to a simple pl'llblem

of multiple-measurement fusion. The example problem is carcfully chosen so that it

parallels the measurement fusion process between pixels in a relaxation process in an

image. An optimal estimator is derived and modified to accommodate \.ime varying

noise processes.

Chapter 5 forms the core of this thesis. In this chaptet' it is shown that. during

variational relaxation in the curvature consistency algorithm, the process by whirh

surface patch parameters are updated is analogous to the multiple meaBnrement. fn

sion problem described ;n the previous chapter. It is shown that the optimal esti

mator developed for the previous chapter could be applied directly in the curvatnre

consistency framework. The concept of noise in the pixel sources in the relaxation

framework is discussed in detail and expanded to include discontinuities. The edge

preserving smoothing technique is then derived using optimal estimation theory and

the redefinition of noise as a basis.

Results and analysis are presented in Chapter 6. The discontinnity localization

algorithm is tested on a number of synthetic and l'cal range images and its hehavionl'

characterized. The l'ole of the different parameters arc discussed. Using several

experiments, the robustness and adaptive behaviollr of the algorithm is proven.

Finally, conclusions arc presented in Chapter 7, in which areas of further research

are described and the main ideas behind this thesis arc summarized.

Il



Chapter 2 Literature Overview

III this chapter, the historical context for the l'esearch presented in this thesis is

established. The literature survey spans over threc rclated research areas: adaptive

1I0ise smoothillg techniques, visual reconstruction algorithms in the regularization

framework and associated discontinuity !ocalization methods, and finally the use of

optimal estimation theory in image processing.

i"irst we will review the carly Iiterature related to noise removal methods. The

emphasis is on algorithms which arc adaptive in nature, i.e., which adapt to the

presence of the edges in the images, and do not require a priori knowledge of their

positions. Another feature to look for in these algorithms is adaptation to different

noise levcls in the images. The application of these techniques varies from I-D signaIs,

2-D gray levcl images, to 2t-D range images.

Next, more recent literature related to the application of adaptive discontinu

ity localization techniques to visual reconstruction methods will be reviewed. More

specifically, visual reconstruction algorithms in a regularization framework will be

surveyed. From a mathematical and statistical point of view, the problem of interpo

lating data from surfaces has received much attention. The goal of these algorithms is

to recover smooth and piecewise continuous surface interpolant functions from noisy

image sam pIe data by minimizing sorne energy cost functiona!. Sorne of the more

important reconstruction algorithms and the corrcsponding discontinuity localization

lllethods have been reviewed.

One of the major contributions of this thesis is to show a link between optimal

estimation theory and relaxation proccsses, such as the one which takes place in

the curvature consistency algorithm. Though the application of optima! estimation

theory to inter-pixel interactions is new, the use of optimal estimation theory to the

general field of image processing is not. Sorne of the image processing algorithms

which use optimal estimation frameworks for feature analysis and signal estimation

12
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arc reviewed in this chapter.

2.1 Adaptive Noise Smoothing Techniques

Edges in images contribute significantly 1.0 the proccss or human 01' artiliriai p,'rn'p

tion [30] [40]. Duc to their importance in 'building a scene deseription, th,'\'(' has b"en

a tremendous amount or rese,lI'ch perrormed iu extractiug. analy~iug and p\'('S('rviug

edge features in images. Most or this research has cente\'('d around the detect.iou or

reliable edge information, and its use in building credible obj,·ct. ,i<-sniptions. \lnw

ever, the research literature relevant 1.0 this I.hesis topic deals with the l'I'I'H''''''';()/I

rather than the explicit detection of edges.

Distortion of edges takes place most commonly m IlOlse smoothing nI' image

restoration algorithms. Sec [26] and [53] for an introduct.ion 1.0 the subject. or smonl.h

ing noisy images. A low pass filtering process to remove the higher rrequency noise

results in the removal of the high frequency components of the edge signal as w"'l

[26J. A similar fate is expected when linear algorithms such as a mean filter (run

ning average) arc used. Noise removal filters which adapt to varying noise and image

statistics over an image are non-linear. Mastin in [42] and Chin ct al. in [sI pl'Ovide

a review and l'valuation of several such non-linear adaptive filtering aigorithllls.

One of the most popular edge preserving noise smoothing algnrithllls h,L' becn the

median lUter first proposed by Tukcy [69]. lt was initially developed for application

in time series analysis. It was subsequently adapted to image noise smoothing in

[21J and [51]. This filter operates on the simple concept of picking the median pixel

value within a sliding window to replace the window's central pixel. Huang ct al. [:1:1]

provided a much faster version of the algorithm.

Levet aL, in [39], provide one of the carly adaptive methods to enlrance noisy

images wntaining discontinuities. Theirs is an iterative algorithlll which USI~S the ob

servation that while averaging in a neighbourhood which contains an edge, only those

neighbours which are on the same side of the edge should he used in the averaging

process. To establish which neighbours are on the same side of the edge, a killd or
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t.emplat.e Inat.dling is perforrrwd t.o ddermine which of 12 configurat.ions of cdges a

:1 x :llwighholll'hood mat.ches. For each possihle edge configurat.ion Aj, (l ::; i ::; 12),

a correspOlllling :1 x:l wdght. nmt.rix Dj is assigned. Once t.emplat.e mat.ching of a 3 x 3

image ndghholll'hr){)d A has t.aken place over each of t.he 12 possihle ndghhourhood

configurat.ions, t.he final wcight.ing for cach neighhour in t.he window is dct.errnined hy

12

D :.= L: wJ}j,
i=1

(2.1 )

where, 1/Ij is a scalal' measure of how c10scly t.he image neighbourhood A mat.ches

t.he configuration Aj. A more e1ahorate second approach presented in the papel'

,L~signs a gray level probability dC'tlsity to each pixel P in the image, rathel' than

just a gray level. At each iteration this density is adjusted by comparing it with the

dcnsities of l''s neighhours, wnere the contribution of a given neighbour Q depends

on t.he confidence that Q belongs to the same region as P, as determined by the

template matching process described carl icI'. One limitation of this a1gorithm is its

dependence upon the existence of local cues to the underlying piecewise-constant

st rtI ct. ure. Another limitation is that the algorithm is developed only for a 3 x 3

wi"dow size. Ideally for noisier images, more image pixels need to be used in the

averaging process to eliminate the noise, however it is not trivial and computationally

expensive to extend this algorithm to larger scales.

Davis et al. in [9] also work on the same assumption that due to the presence of

an edge, there is a grouping of pixels according to similarity of gray levels. However

they propose a much siml'1er approach than [39], in which the gray level of the sliding

window's central pixel is replaced by th", average of its k neighbours whose gray levels

arc closesl to that of the central pixel. The biggest drawback of this algorithm relative

to [39] is that the parameter k now needs to be set by the user to determine how

many pixels in a neighbourhood should contribute to the average. In [39] on the ether

hand, the neighbourhood contributions are determined automatically. This algorithm

lends itself better to application with a larger window size, even though there are no

results presented to this elTect in the paper.

14



Wang ct al. in [701 rccomlllend a gradient.-inverse weight.ed noise snlOot.hing al

gorithm. Whereas t.he observation in the two previous t.echniques ([!lI and [:l!lll was

that within each subregion separated by a discont.inuit.y, t.he gray l<'v<'ls 011'<' similar.

Wang ct. al. work on t.he assumpt.ion t.hat t.he I1l1l'ill/i01I" or gray h'v<'ls insid,' earh

cont.inuous region arc smaller t.han t.hose bet.w<'en regions. Fol' <'ach :1 x :I11<,ighhonr

hoocl, they use a matrix or weight.ing coeflicient.s. The coeflici<'nt.s arc t.he nOl'lllali~"d

gradient inverses al. each pixel. This approach is best. applied t.o images wit.h sharp

discontinuities and with discont.illuities with magnit.ud,·s llluch gl'<'at.el' t.han 1.11<' nois"

magnitude.

In [38] Lee proposed an adaptive mct.hod t.o smooth images wit.h addit.ive Gaussiall

noise. The basic assumption is that the sampIe meall and variance or a pixel at. t.1",

center of a window arc l'quai 1.0 the local mean and variance of ail pixels within t.he

neighbourhood. The mean and variance of t.he recovered image are approximat.,·d

from the local means and variances from the noisy image. Each pixel in t.he l'ecovered

image is given by

_(") _(") Q(i,j) [(' ') _(' ')]x l,) =x l,) +Q(") 2 Z 1,) - Z l,) ,
l,) - a

where, z(i,j) is a noisy image pixel, z(i,j) represent.s t.he meall gray level iu t.he

neighbourhood around (i,j), and

Q(i,j) = E[(z(i,j) - Z(i,j))2J - a2
• (2.:1)

The a2 parameter is an estimate of the addit.ive noise variance. II. is estimat.ed hy

averaging the lowest 10% of the window variances computed in a fiat illtensit.y region.

The user is in fact responsible for directing the algorithm 1.0 t.he "fiat" area in t.he

image.

Tomita ct al. describe a smoothing method in [68], in which smoothing is per

formed only in a selected neighbourhoods around each pixel. The most. homogeneous

of five rectangular neighbourhoods around a given pixel is l'hosen and the gray level

of the pixel replal'ed by the average gray level in the selel'ted neighbourhood. The
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hornogeneity is deterrnined by applying a gradient operator within a given neighbour

hood. This algorithrn tends to over-smooth complex shaped boundaries, and does not

preserve edges of smaller scales. In an enhancement to the original method, Nagao

et al. [451 propose using nine bar shaped regions instead of the original rectangular

rcgions.

ln one of the more important works in this field, Perona and Malik in [49J have ex

tended the concept of scale-space recovery of edge featurcs in images using anisotropie

diffusion. They have described a very effective method of localizing edges in the im

age by using a spatial1y varying diffusion coefficient. The coefficient encourages intra

region smoothing in preference to inter-region smoothing. The anisotropic diffusion

equation for image 1 at scale (time) t is

l, = Div(c(x, y, t)V'1) = c(x, y, t)~(I) +V'c. V' l, (2.4)

where c(x, y, t) is the diffusion coefficient, t;. is the Laplacian operator V' is the grad

operator, and Div is the divergence operator. For discontinuity localization they

propose setting this coefficient to a function g(.) of the magnitude of the local gradient

in the image

c(x,y,t) = g(IIM(x,y,t)jl). (2.5)

The function g(.) is chosen to be a nonnegative monotonical1y decreasing function

with g(O) = 1. Amongst the functions they examined were

and

g(~/) = eHIlt>.IIl/K)'), (2.6)

1
g(M) = ~. (2.7)

1 +( K )2

The parameter f( determines how much smoothing should be applied in the image.

Since this is a user set parameter, the algorithm is not completelyautomatic. Even

though the algorithm adapts to edges, due to a fixed constant, it does not adapt to

varying noise statistics over the image. There is a danger of over-smoothing discon-
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tinuous regions due 1.0 an inappropriate choice or !\'.

ln a recent simplification or Perona and Malik's work, Saint. Marc et. al. IMI
present a more general algorithm ror adaptive smoothing. They propose a liltering

mechanism where neighbourhood wcighting is applied using the runction (2.<i). TI\{'y

show operation of their filter on I-D signais, 2-D int.ensity images as weil liS range

images. A speciailldaptation of t.heir algorithm has t.o be mllde t.o deal wit.h mnge

images. In their original formulation, the weight assigned t.o a given neighbonr is a

function of the signal difference between them. '1'0 localize discontinnit.ies in orient.a

tion (roof edges), instead ofusing the difference in signal value bet.wcen t.wo pixels, t.he

difference in the gradients al. those two pixels is used. Similar t.o l'erona and Malik's

work, they also have no automatic method of setting the l\ parameter t.o determine

the amount of smoothing required over the image. Though they have made good

use of the [( parameter by designating il. as the scale space control, they present. no

method of determining its value according 1.0 the chosen scale.

2.2 Visual Reconstruction in the Regularization Frame

work

The process of reducing noisy visual data 1.0 stable descriptions is often rcferred t.o

as visual reconstruction. The process of surface recovery rrom image dat.a rails nnder

the same definition. Visual reconstruction rrom data is an ill-posed problem, which

by definition implies that the existence, uniqueness and stability or solutions cannot

be guaranteed. Poggio et al. in [50] in their review paper, presented a regulariza

tion framework [67] for solving il.. The idea is 1.0 makI' the problem well-posed by

introducing a priori knowledge in the form of constraints. Several researchers have

used the regularization approach 1.0 solve the visual reconstruction problern, with and

without discontinuity localization. Sorne of that work will be reviewed here. Sec [.'iJ

and [61] for a detailed analysis of surface reconstruction theory and irnplernentation

in the regularization framework.

Poggio et al. set the stage for the use of regularization techniques in visual and
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Hurface reconHtrudion in [50]. Surface reconHtruction is akin to finding a solution to

the general l'roblem of the form

Az = y (2.8)

The aim iH to lind z from the data y. This requires choosing a norm Il.11 and a

Htahilizing functional Ilpzll. A is a Iinear operator, the norms arc usually quadratic

and P iH linear. Poggio ct al. present two methods of regularization:

1. Among ail the z which satisfy

where ( is a minimum error, find the z which minimizes

IIPzW·

(2.9)

(2.10)

[n surface reconstruction terms, the idea then would he to first find a function

which provides the closest fit to the given saml'le data, and then apply the

smoothness constraint criterion IIPzW. The criterion could he that of Cl or C2

continuity.

2. Find the z that minimizes

IIAz - yW +"IIPzW, (2.11)

where " is a regularization parameter. It controis the trade-off hetween "close

ness to the data" and "fol1owing the continuity constraint".

Several researchers have formu[ated the surface reconstruction prohiem in this

manner [2] [4] [27] [28] [41] [59] [66]. Though the particu[ar reconstruction prohlem

formalism may he hased on physicai, stochastic, or information theoreticai models,

the solutions are hased on functionai energy minimization. The surface f cau he
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found by minimizing a composite cost energy functional

k
~ 1 f 12 2. 2 2 2E(f) = L.. Zi - (Xi. Yi) +>'(frx + 2fJ'~ +f~~) dxdy
i=1

(2.12)

The first term in the energy functional measures the cost. duc t.o el'I'ol' het.wecu Il

function f and the data z. The second term is the l'egularizel' t.e1'l1l whkh nW1L'UI'CS

the irregularity of the data. As presented in (2.12) and used hy Grimson in [281. t.his

term gives a measure of the C2 continuity. The minimizatioll yic!ds a function which

is termed as the th in Jllate sJlline approximation. Schurnaker in [57J was one of the

first to use this function in interpolation from scattered data.

By applying the C2 srnoothness criterion imposed hy this regnlizel' glohally ovel'

the whole image, discontinuous regions in the surface may not he l'ecovered accurat.e\y.

A better approach is to use a variable order regularizer [2]. l3y considering highel'

orders of derivatives the regulizer term in the cost energy fUllctional becomes

(2.1 :1)

where N is the highest order derivative, r is the n"~l order derivative of f, >." is t.he

weight assigned to each individual nth order componellt in the surnrnat.ion, and fi is

the rcgion over which the interpolation takes place.

Gernan and Geman in [24J introduce the idea of a "line proccss" into the regu

larization framework. The line process embeds prior knowledge of t.he geolllet.ry of

discontinuities in the regulizer term. For the n tl• order derivative term in (2.13) the

cost energy term becomes

E'R(f) =JL[>'n{(1- Ur,y,n)(fJn)(x,y))2 + (1 - Vr,y,n)(f~n)(x,yW)} +
a~,~,nur.y,n +a;,v,nur.y,njflxfiy, (2.14)

where fr and fy denote the derivatives in x and y directions respectivc!y, Ur,y,n and

Vr,y,n are the line processes in the two directions, a~,y,n and a~,y,n are the penalties

imposed for the inclusion of the discontinuity and controls the resistancc to noise
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in the image. For quadratic regularization terms in standard regularization, the

search space for the function which minimizes the energy functional has only one

local minima [SOJ. However for non-quadratic terms like the one proposed by Geman

and Geman, it is easy to get stuck in a local minima and never converge to the global

one.

Geman and Geman use a stochastic method (simulated annealing) to optimize the

non-convex encrgies, in which l'andom disturbanccs are applied to enable the system

to jump out of local minima in the energy function. The magnitude of the random

disturbanccs arc controlled by a temperature parameter. Theil' formulation is based

on Bayesian estimation and Markov l'andom field (MRF) models.

Blake and Zisserman [4J have proposed a deterministic procedure for optimiz

ing the non-convex energies associated with the piecewise continuous reconstruction

problems. The weak-membrane model energy minimization has been solved using

their Graduated Non-convexity (GNC) algorithm. For a comparison of deterministic

(relaxation) vs. a stochastic method for surface reconstruction with discontinuity

localization see [3].

Drawbacks of MRF models are the computational complexity and the difficulty

in estimating the parameters of the mode!. Geiger and Girosi in [22J have derived a

detcrministic approximation to the MRF models, one of which gives in a natural way,

the GNC algorithm of Blake and Zisserman.

Dcterministic relaxation algorithms can be inefficient. Since they are posed in

variational terms or as partial differential equations, they are amenable to numerical

solutions by algorithms which are local, iterative and often paralle!. In [6S] Ter

zopoulos points out that such relaxation algorithms have an inherent inefficiency at

propagating constraints between widely separated processing regions in an image.

Duc to this reason, these algorithms converge extremely slowly. He proposes a multi

grid relaxation method to deal with this inefficiency. Since constraints travel faster

across the image at coarser scales, they cau be used to constrain the processing at a

smaller scale [63] [64].

To incorporatc discontinuities in the regularization framework, Terzopoulos [66J
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introduces a controlled-continuity stabilizer in which the regulizer term contains a

weighted sum of the energies associated with a membrane and a thin plate approxi

mation over the surface. The regulizer term En is described as

The parameters p(x,y) (0:5 p:5 1) and r(x,y) (0:5 r:5 1) provide contl'OI over the

behaviour of the surface as a thin plate or a membrane. When p(x,y) = r(,r,y) = l,

a thin -plate approximation funetion is obtained and the solution is as compnted by

Grimson in [28J. When p(x, y) = 1 and r(x, y) = 0, a membrane approximation

is obtained. When p(x, y) = 0, the surface is discontinuons and surface "tearing"

occurs.

The methods described above allow the incorporation of depth and orientation

discontinuities into the regularization model, however, the localization of binary dis

continuities must be either pre-specified or determined at the end of the reconstruction

process. Ifwe consider the regulizer term in one dimension (weak string formulation),

the regulizers which incorporate discontinuity localization can be represented by

N b

En(f) = L Àn7rn(x) 1. [f(n)(xWdx,
n=l a

(2.16)

where 7rn (x) cvntrols the n'h order discontinuity localization. In the presence of

a discontinuity (7rn (x) = 0), smoothing is inhibited, and 7rn (x) = 1 implies that

the interpolation takes place over a continuous region and smoothing of the noise is

permitted. Stan Li in [41] points out that in most of the reconstruction methods,

the value of this controller is e:ther restrieted to, or forced towards 0 or 1. Ile

proposes an adaptive regulizer which does not use a weighting term like (2.16). This

regulizer solves the confiict between over-smoothing across discontinuities, and finding

discontinuities. His proposed regulizer is of the form

(2.17)
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where [flnl(x)j2 gives a measure of the nl/· order irregularity of the data, and Tn is a

user set pararneter which controls the level of smoothing. His implementation uses

only the !irst order derivatives in the regulizer. Though this method manages to adapt

the surface reconstruction algorithm to different levcls of discontinuities in depth and

orientation, therc is no automatic method of setting the smoothing control T.

Vicwpoint invariance in the reconstruction process has been recognized as a very

desirable feature. The recovery of the surface description should be independent of the

choice of viewer coordinate system [4]. In [5J and [61] different surface reconstruction

algorithms have been analyzed from the view invariance aspect. See [60] for one such

example of viewpoint invariant recovery of surface interpolants from sparse data.

ln [20] [13] [16] [12J Ferrie et al. recover the local structure of a surface described in

terms of differential geometry. The reconstruction algorithm is an adaptation to range

images of the work done by Sander and Zucker in [56] and [55] and is popularly referred

to as the curvature consistency algorithm. The curvature consistency algorithm has

been shown to be very effective in recovering the local structure of smooth surfaces

obtained from C.T. data [55, 56], range images [15, 17], and shape-from-shading [14].

As originally proposed by Sander, the purpose of the algorithm was to infer trace

points through which the surface of the object passes in 3D images. CoupIed to

that was the problem of estimating parameters for the local shape descriptors: the

extended darboux frames. The extended darboux frames describe quadric patches,

which provide a covering for the object surface. They capture the differential structure

of the local surface region based on principal curvatures and tangent fields. The

constraints arc in terms of curvature variation between local neighbouring patches.

The recovery of the surface parameters is view-invariant.

The surface recovery problem in the curvature consistency framework is not

molded in the same regularization framework as the algorithms reviewed so far. How

ever it is still based on variational principles. At the beginning of this section two

methods were recommended for solving iIl-posed problems (2.8). Most of the re

construction algorithms presented so far have followed the second method, where the

"closenessn term and the "regulizern term are both minimized at the same time. How-
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ever the method proposed by Ferrie ct al. is similar to the first method of rcgulari~a

tion, where the closest fit to the data is obtained first, and thcu as a con:<cqul'nt, st.,\"

the continuity constraint is applied. It is this algorithm which will hl' auglllcntcd in

this thesis to include discontinuity locali~ation. The undcrlying clll'vatlll'e-consistl'ncy

data smoothing algorithm will be reviewed in some dct.ail in the following chapter.

2.3 Use of Optimal Estimation Theory in Visual Recon

struction

With close similarities between the fields of digital signal procc~.3ing mul est,iumt,ion

theory, the use of the optimal estimation theory has seen tremendous use in signal

estimation, image restoration, de-blurring, mlllti-sensor fusion, and other fields of

image processing. In [23] Gelb and in [71] Willsky have pl'Ovidcd a comprehensive

introduction to optimal estimation theory and its use in digital signal processing.

Sorne early research in the recursive estimation of image signais from data ('01'

rupted by additive white Gaussian noise is presented in [35]. In the field of visllal

reconstruction, recursive estimation has traditionally beeu lIsed as a means of incor

porating image data from different sources or from time-v~rying irnagery [7]. Nearly

ail the papers surveyed in this field use sorne variation of the Kalman filter [7:1].

Matthies et al. [44] have used Kalman filtering for obtaining on-Iine estimates of

depth from motion sequences. In the first stage they use correlation to producc il

disparity mal' at each pixel and an estimate of the associated variancc. In il second

stage, the new disparity mal' is integrated with the one predieted from the l'l'l'vions

time step. The third stage uses a regularization approach to smooth the rneaslIrement

noise and to interpolate under-constrained areas. The smoothing fllnetion used is

the generalized pieccwise continuous spline under tension [65]. As a last stage, the

disparity field in the next time step is predieted according to a camera translation.

In [43], an extension to arbitrary camera motion is dt:scribed. It is interesting to note

that in this later work they attempt to localize discontinuities while performing the

regularization step by threshoIding the angle between the camera view vector and the
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local surface normal to detect surface foreshortening.

As opposcd to estirnating depth maps, Szcliski in [62] presents a Kalman filter

bascd mcthod to cstimatc camera motion parameters from time-varying range maps.

No correspondence is established between images rather, the motion estimate is found

by fillding the geometric transformation which makes it most likely (in a Bayesian

sense) that the points come from the same surface. His method also "registers"

pixel;; in two consecutive images, so that they may be integrated into an updated

piecewisc continuous surface estimate. A dense depth map is incrementally built up

by illterpolating and integrating sparse range data. The points arc then matched to

sorne known surface mode!. He uses a thin plate surface model and Terzopoulos's

method [o5J to localize depth and orientation discontinuities.

Singh in [58J uses a Kalman filtering technique to compute image-flow from time

varying imagery. One very interesting aspect about his work is that he uses a neigh

bourhood weighting method to localize discontinuous flow fields. Neighbours which

do not provide a good estimate of the central pixel's motion vector are weighted

down, while the ones which provide a good estimate are given more emphasis in the

subsequent time steps of image frame integration.

A reccnt paper by Heel [29] has shown an equivalence between recursive estimation

theory and surface reconstruction in the regularization framework From time-varying

imagery. Using a thin plate model, and representing the surface by a depth map

he shows that the solution of the resulting optimization problem is identical to the

update procedure of a Kalman filter. He also shows the equivalence between the

regularization parameter and the variance of the depth estimate at a given pixel.

Given two depth samples Zlôj and Z2ij, to compute a depth map Zij which is closest

to both values the following optimization problem needs to be solved

minz 2:Àl(Zij - Zlij)2 +À2(Zij - Z2ij?,
i,j

the solution to which is

(2.18)

(2.19)
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In showing the equivalencc betwccn the Kalman filtering update cquatioll whkh int('·

p;rates information from one image to another, the '\'s cali be replaced by the inv('l'se

of the variance estimate fol' that particular pixel 1.0 give

Z
" _ Zlij/l'lij + Z2ij/1'2ij

~,) - / / .1 l'lij + 1 1'2ij
(2.20)

To incorporate discontinuities in the same rnodc1 he inc111des the lilll'-Pl'OCCSS tenns

[28] in the functional to be minimized and arrives at anothcl' cOl'l'esponding Kaln","

filter based update procedure.
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Measurements of depth and/or orientation information over surfaces are available

from several imaging modalities. Several Shape-from-X {X = shading, motion, tex

ture, stereo} algorithms arc capable of providing these measurements with varying

dcgrees of ac~uracy [32]. The goal of a reconstruction algorithm is to provide piecewise

srnooth surface descriptions from these measurements, while preserving the important

fcatures of the surface.

In Sander's and Zucker's original work [55, 56], the surface reconstruction algo

rithm for 3D images was tied to inferring the trace points of the surface itself. In

the later adaptation to range images, and shading analysis, [37, 14J, the trace of the

surface is given a priori, hence the problem reduces to finding the surface coverings

from the measurements. The surface reconstruction process begins with an initial set

of surface descriptions computed from local estimates of the orientation or depth, e.g.

[1, 11, 18, 19, 48, 47J. The curvature consistency algorithm amounts to an iterative

refinement of these estimates such that curvature varies according to an expected

local modcl of a surface. In this thesis the context of the reconstruction algori thm

will be depth maps acquired with a laser range-finding system.

The surface descriptors used in a reconstruction algorithm should be able to de

scribe the salient features in the image, and should be independent of the viewer

coordinate system. In Section 3.1 one such descriptor, based on differential geometry

of local surfaces is presented. The method used to obtain initial estimates of this

surface descriptor from noisy range data is presented in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3

these initial estimates are refined using curvature consistency: a transport modeI

sets up the continuity eriterion between neighbouring surface patehes; the updating

rules deseribe how neighbouring patehes eontribute to the refinement of the surface

deseriptor at a range data point.
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Figure 3.1: Local surface reprcscntation - the augmented Darbonx frall'"

3.1 The Local Surface Representation

The goal of our surface reconstruction algorithm is to provide a patchwork of overla.p

ping, interpolation functions, each of which describes the surface locally. [o'ollowillg t.he

convention of Sander and Zucker, wc use an augmented Darboux fmme t.o represellt

the local neighbourhood of a point P on a surface S [10, 55, 56]. This representatioll

is described as follows. Let the local neighbourhood of P be represent.ed by a quadric

patch of the form

(:l.I)

with origin at P and the w axis aligned with the surface normal at P, N1', as shown

in Figure 3.1. The orientation of this local frame is such that the Il and v coordinate

axes align with two special directions on S at P. These arc the directions for which

the normal curvature at P (a direetiona\ property) takes on maximum and minimum

values, "Mp and "Mp, and are referred to as the principal directions Ml' and MI'

respeetively [10]. The scalar quantities "Mp and "Mp arc similarly referred to as the

principal curvatures at P. Following the convention of [.55, .56], wc rcfer to V( P) =
(P, Mp, Mp, Np, "Mp, "Mp) collectivelyas the augmented Darboux frame at P.

Assuming that the system providing measurements of the surface is innuenced by

random or systematic noise, initial estimates of the augmented Darboux frames at

each surface sample point will be noisy. The curvature consistency algorithm is then
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used to iteratively l'cline the components of the extended Darboux frame in such a

way that two neighbouring frames linally l'l'present the same continuous surface patch

al. difrerl'nt positions. This will OCClll' when the position, orientation and curvature

vary smoothly across the litted surface.

3.2 Initial Estimates

The compouents of V( P) can be estimated cither directly from measurements of

the surface gradient, or indirectly from the parameters of some appropriate local

approximation of S (e.g. a quadric patch). Several methods exist to provide these

estimates [l, la, 11, 18, 251 which use operator-based methods, feature analysis or

functional analysis. ln our reconstruction method we use a least-squares lit of a

parabolic quadric to each poill' P and its ncighbours, to estimate each component of

V(P).

The surfacc measurements are acquired as a grid of discrete points z(i,j). '1'0 lit

an osculating parabolic quadric of the form of the form

h(u, v) = au2 + buv + cv2
, (3.2)

to a point P;j, lirst the 1 x J neighbourhood around P;j needs to be transformed into

li local coordinate system ccntered at this point. The coordinate system is aligned

with the normal Np" to the surface at point P;j and the tangent plane Tp" shown

in Figure :U. Notice that (3.2) has an additional parameter b as compared to (3.1).

This is to account for the unknown rutation of the local frame with respect to Np".

The tangent plane 7'p" is obtained by a planaI' fit to the 1 x J window centered at

PU' A Hnear transformation is then used to mal' each point in the 1x J neighbourhood

to the eoordinate frame of P;j.

Using least-squares lIIethods, a parabolic '1uadric is lit to the points projeded

into P;j 's coordinate system. Qnee the a, b, and c parameters are determined then

MI', Mp, l'MI' and l'MI' are dctcrmined by
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MI'= (a-c+V(a-c)2+IJ2,b) a?::c

(b,- (a- c+ V(a- C)2';: Iii)) a< c

,\Ill' = (-b,a- c+ V(a- cF + b2) a::: c

(a-c-V(a-c)2+b2,b) a<c (:1,:1)

Np=

"M,. =
"'MI' =

(0,0,1)

a + c+ V(a - cp + b'l

a +c - V(a - c)2 -1- 1,2.

However as can be expected, the frames 'D( P) at each point will be Hllbjed. to

the usuai effects of noise and quantization error. VariouH techniqueH l'an be uHed

to optimize estimation in the presence of noise, hut they Iargdy fall Hhort when il,

cornes to estimating directions [56J. WC now consider how to improve on theHe eHorH

through an iterative ref:nement of 'D(P) using the curvature conHiHtency aigorit.hlll.

3.3 Iterative Refinement Using Curvature Consistency

The algorithm operates by iteratively minimizing the differencc hetwcen t.he deHerip

tion of S at P given by 'D(P), and that predicted hy its IocaineighhourH (J" according

to a local model that describes how the frames at (Jo should appear at P when trans

portcd along the surface of that modc1 (Figure 3.2). The particular considerations in

formulating the algorithm arc:

- The form of the transport mode!. This explicitly emheds the expected stru<:ture

of the local surface by constraining how 'D( P) changes as it is moved across

it. Ideally, the transport model is chosen to enforce the locally constant curva

ture assumption [46), e.g. by using a torroidal transport modd [:l7J. lIowever,

for computational simplicity, a quadric is often uscd in approximation of tllis

constraint.
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): Dp
':>Pa

ll-
l
1

Figure 3.2: The local transport model determines how a frame at a neigh
bouring point Q appears when it is extrapolated over to P.

- The form of the minimization functiona1. Let ÇQ. denote the set of frames corre

sponding to each neighbour of P and çP. the set of frames that results when

each clement of ÇQ. is transported across the surface to P as shown in Fig

ure 3.2. This functional describes the least-squares difference between D(P)

and çP•. A set ofupdating functionr for each component ofD(P) is determined

by minimizing this functiona1.

- Determination of convergence. At each Iteration, D( P) is updated and a residual

error is computed by taking Eo IID( P) - çP. 11
2. The sum of these residuals over

S gives an energy measure which stabilizes over time, thus providing a means

of determining when to hait the updating process [55, 56, 15].

For further details on the above issues, the reader is referred to [14, 15,56]. What is

of importancc are the functions updating D(P) from the neighbourhood predictions

as they have a direct bearing on the behavior of the algorithm in the vicinity of

surface discontinuitien. They are summarized as fol1ows for the P, Np, KMp and KMp

components of D( Pl:
n p. (k)

p(k+l) = L _0_

0=1 n
(3.4)

(3.5)
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" .(k)
.(k+l) _ '" "M,,!!"M,. - L... 11 '

0=1

" ,(k)
,(k+I) _ '" "M""
~M -~ ,

r 0=1 n
(:I.ï)

where the superscript k refers to the CUITent Iteration step.

The updating function for !l'Il' is expressed in tel'lus of an alt,'mate panunderi·

zation which takes into account the fact that Ml' is a tiil'l'c!ioll, i.e., t.hat. there is a

180· ambiguity in orientation. If we express MI' in tangent. plane coordinat...s as

2) IIbdl = IIb2 11 = 1 (:I.H)

3) (b\.b2 )=0,

then

(:I.n)

where

(:1.10)

Note that this also determines the solution for M~~+I) since MI' = !l'!I' X NI"

3.4 Applying Curvature Cansistency ta Range Images

Range images are the easiest for surface reconstruction algorithms to he applied ta,

as opposed to intensity images. This is because the pixel position informat.ion is

provided directly, and does not have to he derived from other image properties, e.g.,

by shading analysis. The errors introduced in estimation of surface patches are t.hen

Illainly due to the systematic errors Inherent to the range camera. No Shape-from-X

[37J methods need to be applied to infer the coordinates of pixel:zed surface samples.

Since the local curvature variation is accounted for in the minimization process, the

curvature consistency algorithm lends itself very well to reconstruct locally continuous
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G'2 surfaces. Figure 3.3 demonstratcs its application to samples from such a surface.

Figure :I.:I(a) shows the samples generated from an idealunderlying surface following

a sinusoidal trace, with amplitude 5 (pixel height units). In Figure 3.3(b) Gaussian

noise of amplitude 3 (pixel IlCight units) has been added. The initial estimate of

the Extended Darboux frames at each sample point is obtained in Figure 3.3(c). The

initial estimate of normals at each image sampie is obtained using a local fit of planes.

The curvature is estimated by fitting local parabolic quadrics. A 5 x 5 neighbourhood

size was used to obtain the initial estimate. Figures 3.3(d) and (e) show the recovered

surface after 3 and 10 iterations respectivcly of the curvature consistency algorithm

using a 5 x 5 neighbourhood. As can be seen an almost perfect fit is obtained. The

additive Gaussian noise has been smoothed out, recovering the underlying surface.

Further iterations will not affect the surface fit much. The error of fit tends closer

to zero with cach iteration. The iterations can be stopped after the energy residual

Jla.~ses a certain threshold. The plot of the energy residual is shown in figure 3.3(f)

against the number of iterations.

Figure 3.4 shows the application of the algorithm on natural range images from

a laser range camera. The imaged object is a toy car. As ca:1 be noticed, the noise

level in the data is not as severe as the synthetic image in Figure 3.3. The most

significant noise-effected regions are on either side of the windshield area, where the

range camera has obtained bad estimates of depth. Figure 3.4(a) shows the range

image samples in a grid form and Figure 3.4(b) shows the initial estimate. The

reconstruction algorithm provides a progressively smoother surface fit at iteration 3

in Figure 3.4(c), iteration 5 in Figure 3.4(d), and iteration 10 in Figure 3.4(e). Notice

that unlike Gaussian smoothing or moving average filters, the curvature information

is preserved while smoothing out the noise. The plot of the energy residual is shown

in Fignre 3.4(f).
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Figure 3.3: (a) A synthetic range image. (b) Noise aclded to the range
points (SNR 5/3). (c) The initial estirnate of the darboux frames and surface
patches. Darboux frames and recovercd surface after (d) 3 itcrations, (c) 10
iterations of the curvature consistency algorithme (f) Energy residual plot. 33
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Figure 3.4: (a) A real range image of a toy car. (h) Initial estimate of the
surface patches. Recovered surface after (c) 3 iterations, (d) 5 iterations,
(e) 10 iterations of the curvature consistency algorithm. (f) Plot of energy
residual. 34
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3.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter the theory behind the curvature cousistency surface reconstructiou

algorithm was presented along with sorne examplcs of its application 1.0 mnge im

age reconstruction. From the theory it can be seen that the cUl'vat\ll'e consistency

algorithm is basically a relaxation process, where the continuity informat.ion is propa

gated through the image with each iteration. A goal of this thesis is t.o show that in a

localneighbourhood, this relaxation process is equiva.lent to a multiple measurement.

fusion problem.

The effort in the l'est of the thesis is now to show how 1.0 obtain an optimal estimate

of these parameters using the inputs l'rom the various ncighbours. In the next chapt<'l'

a similar multiple-measurement fusion problem is set up and solved purcly in a control

theory, optimal estimation context. Later in this thesis it will be shown how the

curvature consistency algorithm falls under the same optimal estimation framework.

Using this framework, and by redefining the concept of "noise" in the image, a new

set of update equations will be derived which will result in discontinuity locali~ation

while providing a smooth continuous fit to noisy range image data.
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The last few chapters established the basis for the surface reconstruction algorithm

used in this thesis. In this chapter, we now move on to establish the optimal estimation

theory on which the discontinuity localization solution is based.

Estimation theory offers a technique to integrate information from different

sources. A more specific and popular example of an estimator is the Kalman filter.

With close similarities between the fields of digital signal processing and estimation

theory, the use of the Kalman filter has seen tremendous use in signal estimation,

image restoration, de-blurring, multi-sensor fusion, and other fields of image process

ing. The approach in this thesis is to show that the same optimal estimation process

can be used to model interactions between pixels in a local neighbourhood in the

curvature consistency surface reconstruction algorithm. '1'0 understand the optimal

estimation theory taking place in this case, it is instructive to consider it separately,

out of the context of the reconstruction algorithm.

In Section 4.1, an introduction to optimal estimation theory is presented. A simple

example of du?.l-channel, noisy information fusion is set up and an optimal estimate

derived in Section 4.2. In the same section, the example is extended to include sev

eral sources providing measurements of the quantity being estimated. This example

provides an optimal estimate only from single measurements from each information

source. In Section 4.3, a statc-space formulation of the same example is derived. In

this case, multiple noisy measurements from each source are now combined to pro

vide the optimal estimate. A recursive method of estimating the noise variance of

each channel is also developed. Finaliy a special case is considered, where the noise

properties of the sources could change over time. In Section 4.4, the lessons learnt

from the optimal estimation example are summarized. These lessons will be useful

when applying the same estimation theory to the curvature consistency algorithm in

the next chapter.
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4.1 Optimal Estimation Theory

Given sets of noisy mcasurcmcnts from multiplc channels, ovel' multiple instanCl's of

time, if the problem is to estimate an underlying quantity from them, the solntion is

in the form of an optimal cstimator:

"An optimal estimator is a computational algorithm that processes meas\ll'ement,s

to deduce a minimum error estimatc of the statc of a system by utilizing: kuowl

edge of system and measurement dynamics, assumed statistics of system noises and

measurement errors, and initial condition information." [23J

The Kalman filter is one such optimal estimator. Givcn the foHowing information:

1. a linear system model

2. measurement of the behaviour of the system

3. statistical models of system and measurcment errors

4. initial condition information

the Kalman filter enables the processing of the measurcmcnt data to estimate the

system state.

An advantage of the Kalman filter is that it gcneratcs its own error analysis. Il.

tracks the accuracy of the estimates that it generates. It is classified as a l'eClll'sivc

filler since there is no need to store past mcasurements for the purpose of computing

present estimates. Ali previous information is cmbodicd in a priol' eslimale.

The Kalman filter equations will not be derived here, since it is beyond the scope

of this thesis. For more details on the deve!opment and use of the filtcr see [2:3J [71].

More appropriate would he an illustration of sorne of the concepts behind the filter

and its use which are pertinent to the solution of the discontinuity preserving surface

reconstruction problem. An optimal estimation problem is used to instantiate these

concepts.
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4.2 An Optimal Estimation Problem

Conliider the following problem: Two sources of measurement arc availablc, each

making a single mcasurement (/i(i = 1,2) of a constant but unknown quantity, p,

in the presence of random, indepcndcnt, unbiascd measurement errors·, vi(i = 1,2),

with known variances. An estimator necds to be designed to combine the two mea

surements to producc an optimal cstimate of p.

The measllrements are described by

(4.1)

In the absence of any other information, a tincar function of the measurements may

be obtained which gives an cstimate of p,

(4.2)

whcrc fi is an optimal estimate of the constant quantity p and ..\1' ..\2 need to be

devctopcd to provide this optimal estimate. Defining the estimation error, (, as

(. =p - p. (4.3)

The optimality criterion is one which would minimize the mean square value of (.

In addition, the choice of ..\. and ..\2 should be independent of the value of p. This

condition will hold if the estimate is unbiased, i.e., the expected value of the error

Expanding (4.4) using (4.2)

E[!] =E[p - pl =o. (4.4)

•
(4.5)

lIn applying optimal estimation theory to surface reconstruction, the sources of error are not
technically noise proceBSeS, but are treated as such.
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With E[vIJ = Eh] =0 and E[p] = l', we obtain

("-i)

Combining (4.1) to (4.7), the mean squared l'l'l'or is compn\.ed \.0 be

where a? and a~ are the variances of VI and V2 respectively. '1'0 obtain optimal vaincs

of Al and A2, we differentiate the mean square l'l'l'or with respect to AI, and sel. the

value to zero,

(4.fJ)

yielding

and (4.10)

Using these values of Al and A2 , we obtain the estimator

Put in another form, the estimator is

. ( lM ) ( l/a~ )
p = l/a~ + 1/0''4 'Il + l/a~ + 1/0''4 '12'

The corresponding minimum mean square l'l'l'or of estimation is

(4.11 )

(4.12)

(4.13)

The optimality of the estimator is exhibited by the minimum mean square error

(4.13), which is less than either of the mean square l'l'l'ors due to each mea.~uremcnt

source.
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These results can he easily generalized to the case where there are N sources of

measuremellts each providing measurements li; (i = 1 .. N) of the static quantity /1,

each with known error variances o} (i = 1 .. N). The optimal estimator can be shown

to he

(
1 ) Nfi = 2 2 2 L::(lfo1)lI;.

1/0'1 + 1/0'2 +... + I/O'N ;=1

The corresponding minimum mean square error of estimation is

(4.14)

(4.15)

Using (4.12) and (4.14) we draw attention to an important characteristic of this

optimal estimator: Each measuremenl is weighled by a function of ils error variance.

This variancc-weighting prevents noisy measurements from entering into the estimate

p. The optimal estimator (4.14) makes sense in the various limits of interest:

• If o'~ = o'~ = ... = ah, then the measurements are averaged.

• If one measurement lIk is perfect (o'~ = 0), then the others are rejected.

• Measurements which have low error variances are given more weight over the

ones which have worse noise properties.

4.3 State Space Formulation

In the example presented in Section 4.2, single measurements from different sources

were combined in an optimal sense. The theory can now be extended to combine

multiple error-prone measurements from each source. It was also assumed that the

noise or error variances 0'1 are known a priori for each measurement source i. If we no

longer assume this, we need a method of learning the error properties of each source

using the multiple measurements provided through that source.

In this section, we will assume initial1y that the measurement error variance is an

inherent property of the input source itself and its value does not change over time.

Due to this, the measurement error variance for each source is a constant quantity
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which needs to be estimated. At the end of the section wc will consider the case

where the noise properties of the lIleaSlll'elllent source can change over t.ime. As an

example of how this lIlay occur in the physical world, meaSlll'elllent sensors arc alfcct.cd

by external parameters like temperatlll'e, presslll'e changes de. Assullling t.hat. t.he

changes in noise properties are graduai, the error variance est.imat.ion nlet.hod can 1",

made adaptive to accommodate these changes

Note that now, two different processes will est.imat.e two separate but. rdat.,'d

quantities at each time interval. One process combines lIleasurell\cnts from dilfel't'nt.

sources to produce an estimate of the constant. quantity /; at Ume k. Varianœ weight.

ing is used in this process to attenuate the cont.ributions from the sources which are

noisier than the others. The otller process recursively est.illlates the nINL'UI't'nlt'nt

error variance associated with each measurelllent source, hased on previous measlll"'-

ments through that source.

The noise property embodied in the variance estimate for each source is learnt

using the prediction error of the constant quantity l' from subsequent lueiL'Urenlent.s.

This results in an iterative process, where a better estilllate of the constant '1uant.ity

p, and the error variance ur for each source, is obtained with each iteration.

4.3.1 Accommodating Sequences of Measurements

If we are given N sources, each provides a measurement of the constant '1uantit.y l' of

the form

qj(k) = p +vj(k) i = L.N, (1.16)

with error of measurement vj(k), at time (stat.e) k. A linear combination of the

measurements provides the estimate of p at t.ime k

N

p(k) =L >'j(k)qj(k),
i=O

(1.17)
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wbere À;(k) are tbe ,:odfidents wbieb are derived as in tbe previous sectiolls, IIsing

the sallie 0l'tilllality niterion. i\gain, ea(~b À isjust a function of tbe error variances of

tbe IIWlc,ur"m"nt sources. I/owever, since tbe error variances are Ilot given quautitics,

but bave 1,0 1", estilllated, tbe variances "t bave 1,0 be replaced by tbe revisecl estimate

fTt(k) al, tillle k. À;(k) is tben given by

À;(k) = /'2(k) /'2(k) 1/'2 (k)'1 " 1 • + 1 " 2 • +.... + "N'

4.3.2 Recursively Estimating the Noise Variance

(~.18)

Tbe error of estimation for eaeb measurement source i at time k is ca1culated hy

(i(k) =lî(k) - q;(k).

Tbe measurement error variance at time k for source i is tbell

ir?(k) = It (WJ·
1=1

(~.l9)

(1/.20)

Wben an additional measurement hecomes availahle through that source, the new

estimate of the variance is

1 k+l

ir?(k+ 1) = -k-L(W),.+ 1 1=1
(~.21)

This expression can he written in another form which makes explicit the prior estimate

k (1 k ) 1ir2(k + 1) = -- -" (2(1) +--(~(k + 1), k+1 kL.., k+I'
1=1

k 1= __ir2(k) +__(2(k +1).
k+I' k+I'

(4.22)

(4.23)

Using Eq. (~.23) o/fers an advantage over Eq. (4.20), in that, past values o~ ir? necd

not be stored. At time (k+ 1) ail prcvious valucs are embodied in the prior estimate of

the variance ir?(k). Eq. (~.23) reprcsents a rccursive cstimator for the error variance.
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EC], (~,23) can be written in another fOrln

ô}(k + 1) = Ô';(k) +-k1 1(c;(k + 1) - Ô'r(J.,)),.+ (-1,2,1 )

in which the new estimate is obtained by snmming t.he l'riO!' est.imat." wit.h an appl'O

priatcly weighted quantity, The quantity (cHk +1) - Ô'; (k)) is t.he differellce h<'l.w"('n

the squared error of estimation obtailled at the present time and t.he sqn.u'(' of it.s

expected mean, This quantity is the C1'1'0 l' lJ(l1'illllCC l'csidull/, 'l'he "1'1'01' varialll'e

residual should typical1y decrease with time, aS more meaSlll'enll'nt.s arrive t.hl'Ongh

the source and a better estimate of the measurement el'l'or variance is oht.ained.

'1'0 start the estimate for each source i, an initial value is needed for Ô';, At t.he

start of the estimation process, there is no l'riO!' reason 1.0 bclieve that one sOllrœ

would give more accurate measurements of the constant quantity l' than the other

sources. Each source should he assigned equal weighting in the estimation of the

constant C]uantity p. Duc to this reason, the initial measuremeut error variauce for

each source is set to 1. For N measurement sourccs this gives

1
'\;(0) =

N
Vi, i = I. ..N. (~.25)

4.3.3 Sources With Changing Noise Properties

In accommodating ."quences of measurements through different sources, wc have sa

far assumed that the measurement erraI' variancc is constaut over time aud is au

inherent property of the source itsclf. Ta add another twist to the prohlem, uow

wc assume that the measurement erraI' variance of the measurement sources changes

over time. The change in noise properties could be any physical phenomenou beyond

the control of the optimal estimation process. However, the estimation proccss has

to adapt ta the changes in these noise properties.

This can be done easily by making the estimation of the measurement error vari

ance adaptive. In Eq. (4.20), rather than include ail previous estimates of Ô';, cdy

the T previous estimates are used. The expression ta calculate the measurement erraI'
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variance is then

k 1
fr?(k) = L -(~(l)

l=k' j

whcrc, k' ={ 1
k-r+l

if k <= r

otherwise.
(4.26)

Equations (4.23) and (4.24) then become

(4.27)

(4.28)

ln some cases, we would want to give more recent measurements more emphasis in

the lIleasurement fusion process. In this case, the recursive estimation of the el'roI'

variance can be adjusted so that the error variance from more recent measurements

are given a higher weight than older ones. This can be done by using an exponential

(Gaussian) falloff or a triangulaI' falloff weighting function.

4.4 Chapter Summary

An optimal estimation problem was formulated to ilIustrate some of the concepts and

use of recursive (or Kalman) filtering. The problem presented in this chapter was

carefully chosen to be directly relevant to the problem of discontinuity preserving

surface reconstrtlction, discussed in the next chapter.

The lessons learnt so far in this chapter which will directly contribu1Il towards the

design of the discontinuity preserving surface reconstruction method are summarized:

Given a set of measurement sources, each providing a sequence of measurements at

discrcte intervals of a constant quantity, and each with uncorrelated noise properties,

optimal estimation theory offers the following attributes:

• It l'l'ovides a frameIVork to give an estimate of the constant quantity, which is

optimal in the sense that it has a minimum mean squared estimation error.

• It tracks the total error of estimation over time, which indicates the confidence
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in the estimate.

• Given an initial value, it is possiblc ta l('al'll the Cl'l'Ol' variann' attrihut('c1 1.0

each measlIl'cment sO\ll'ce.

• An update stage uses the lIwasurcments from cadi SOUlT!' w,'i~ht!'c1 hy a function

of the correspondiug l'l'l'or variances to obtain a IWW estimat!' of 1.11" constant.

quantity.
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Chapter 5 Using Estimation Theory In Curvature
Consistency

ln Chapter l, the need for proper application of the conti nuity (or smoothness) con

straint to the surface reconstruction problem was discussed. It was stated that the

approach taken in this thesis is to apply the smoothness constraint selectively. In the

last chapter, we developed a multi-sensor fusion problem and arrived at a mcthod to

control the rneasurement fusion process in such a way that noisy measurement sources

wonld play less of a role. By construing the curvature consistency algorithm as an

analogons multi-channel measurement fusion problem, we arrive at an automatic and

adaptive mcchanisrn to control the application of the smoothness constraint. This

mechanism will prevent a blind application of the constant curvature constraint dis

regarding any discontinuities in the data.

ln this chapter we show how the interaction between pixels in a local neighbour

hood during the curvature consistency variational relaxation, or any relaxation pro

cess, can also be modeled as a multiple measurement fusion problem. Each neighbour

in a localneighbourhood acts as a measurement source. We cali these "pixel-sources".

Each pixel-source provides a "measurement" of a constant quantity, which here is the

set of Extended Darboux Frame parameters which describe the quadric patch surface

interpolating the image samples in that neighbourhood. It was assumed initial1y that

the noise in t,he image is Gaussian. Due to this noise, measurements provided by each

pixel-source are also noisy and follow a Gaussian distribution. The optimal estimation

solution developed in the last chapter then applies directly to the curvature consis

tency variational relaxation smoothing problem. The variational relaxation stage of

the curvature consistency can now be modified to offer better estimates of the quadric

patch interpolants through the image data.

In addition to demonstrating the link between optimal estimation theory and

inter-pixel interaction during relaxation processes, another key concept is introduced

which helps in accommodating discontinuities in the image sample data: The concept
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of noise in a pixel-source is extended to include another noise component. dne to

structural discontinuities in the localneighbourhood. Using this component, optimal

estimation theory olfers a framework to localize discontinuities while performing noise

smoothing in piece-wise continuous surface regions. The extensiou of the noise model

to include a discontinuity noise model is an important, contribution of this thesis.

In developing the solution to the measuremeut fusion problem iu the last chap

ter, it was assumed that the noise between the dilferent sourC<'s was ideutically aud

independently distributed. No grouping of sources according lo uoise varialll'c was

considered. However, in the presence of a discontinuity in a ueighbourhood, pixel

sources are correlated in terms of their noise variances. The discontinuity divides this

neighbourhood in two subregions, each subregion defined by a similarity iu the uoise

variance of its constituent pixels. The correlation results from the faet that pixels

belonging to the same subregion in the discontinuous neighbourhood demoustratc

similar estimation error properties \vhile estimating the Darboux Frame paramelcrs

of the interpolating surface patch. The estimation error properties arc howcver differ

ent between subregions. '1'0 accommodate this pixel grouping, the optimal estimation

solution needs to be modified. This is donc by introducing a new weighting function

which still falls under the optimal estimation framework, but also takes the pixel

grouping in discontinuous regions into account. With this form of weighting function

truc localization of discontinuities can be demonstrated while recovering a smonth

continuous surface covering elsewhere.

5.1 Control Processes at the Pixel Level in Curvature Con

sistency

In the field of image processing, it is cornmon to sec estimation theory used to combine

multiple images arriving from dilferent sources, at dilferent times, or from clilferent

positions. It is interesting to note that the same information fusion theory can also be

used to describe information Dow processes betwccn neighbouring pixels on a single

image in sorne of the weil known image processing algorithms which use relaxation or
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Figure 5.1: Direction of information flow into a 3x 3 neighbou:hood during
a relaxation proccss

diffusion. Rather than multiple images acting as sources of new information, multiple

pixels in a region act as information channels.

5.1.1 Information Flow in Relaxation Processes

In relaxation processes, due to the interaction of neighbouring pixels, information is

transmitted across the data set. The state of a local neighbourhood is influenced

by its constituent pixels. Each pixel then acts as a channel of information for that

ncighbourhood. Figure 5.1 shows the direction of information f10w into a 3 x 3 neigh

bourhood from the rest of the image. Hence, given a 1 x J discrete neighbourhood

of image samples centered at pixel P, there are 1 x J separate sources of information

Qi, (i = 1... / x J), each contributing a "measure" of the state of that neighbourhood.

In the curvature consistency algorithm, neighbouring pixels interact to determine

each other's surface patch parameters. It also operates at a 1 x J pixel neighbourhood

leve\. Each neighbouring pixel Qi in the 1 x J neighbourhood of P provides a mea

sure Di(P) of a constant quantity, which is the Extended Darboux Frame D(P) of

the surface patch centered at P. Di(P) is obtained using a local transport modeI that

describes how the Extended Darboux Frame at Qi should appear at P when trans

ported along the surface of the mode\. D(P) then represents the optimum quadric

function which interpolates the data in th<.t neighbourhood. Hence, in information
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fusion t~rms, a measurement model similar to (4.1) can be sd IIp as

Di(P) = D(P) +Vi, i=1,2, ...,lxJ (rd)

where V; is an error vector assigned to each neighbourhood pixel·souree. 'l'he eOlllpo

nents of this error veetor arc the individual error scalars rclated to eaeh paramc\.l'r

of the Extended Darboux Frame. The error is duc to noise in the 1llI'aSllrCnll'nts. A

thorough description of this noise follows next, but beforc that, equatiou (5.\) will he

extended to inc1ude the fact that relaxation processes arc iterative. At meh iteration,

a new measure of D(P) will be provided by the neighhours. lIencc similar to ('1.W),

astate space equation can be set up. At time (state) k, each neighhour of P provicit,S

an estimate of the Extended Darboux Frame D(P) with an error of measurelllent.

v;(k).

D;(P)(k) = D(P) +vi(k), i=1,2, ...,lxJ (.5.2)

As will be shown in the next section, the l'l'roI' of measurell1ent Vi is not necessarily

constant, but may vary with each iteration, assuming therc is either Gaussian noise

in the image or sorne discontinuities in the surface structure, or both.

5.1.2 Defining the Noise Property

Given the variation of the data in the neighbourhood set, each pixel will givc a dif

ferent estimate of what the interpolating surface patch parameters should be. lIencc,

the estimated quantity from a particular neighbour will differ from the optimal esti

mate obtained by combining the different estimates (or measurements) from ail the

neighbours. Relaxation processes are iterative, in which the overail state of the image

converges with each iteration to a stable underlying state. Since at each iteration,

a pixel has new ip.f-.;rmation f\owing in and affeeling its own state, its contribution

to the neighbouring pixels changes too. Hence, the measurement error will vary a.q

the state of the neighbour pixel changes with time. A "noise" property can then he
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attached to each pixel which causes this error variance. In the curvature consistency

algorithm, this noise property determines the accuracy of measurement of the surface

patch parameters from a neighbour.

Here we corne to a crucial arca of discussion. How exactly do the errors in the

measurernents arise?

We propose that the variation in the information flow during relaxation is due to

two factors:

1. The additive Gaussian noise assumed to be in the image.

2. Discontinuities on the surface which was sampied.

Each reason contributes independently to the error value v in (5.1). The error v can

be broken down into two separate cornponents

(5.3)

where Vg represents the error component due to the Gaussian noise in the image, and

Vd represents the cornponent due to the presence of discontinuities. Each cornponent

can be best analyzed by setting the other's contribution to zero.

Setting Vd to zero irnplies that there are no discontinuities on the surface being

sampied. The only reason for error in the measurement of D(P) by the neighbours

is due to the additive Gaussian noise in the image. The additive Gaussian noise

provides variation in the pixel values over the who!e image, which resuIts in the pixel

sources in a neighbourhood giving measurements which are differcnt from each other.

In a local neighbourhood then, each pixel can be assumed to be sampIed from a

continuous underlying patch. In providing measurements of the Extended Darboux

Frame D(P) over several iterations, every pixel in that neighbourhood is expected

to have similar error variances. A straightforward relaxation process is enough to

srnooth out the Gaussian noise and to give a maximum likelihood estimate of the

ullderlying continuous surface. If ul (i = 1.../ x J) is the noise variance associated

with each pixel Qi, then in the case where the samples at these pixel positions come
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from continuous surface regions,

(12_(12- _(12- _(12
1 - 2 - ... - i - ... - lx'/' (5.'1)

On the other hand setting vn to zero in (5.3), means tlmt the pixels arc sam pied

from surfaces containing discontinuities but no random Gaussian noise. ln that case,

the surface can be modeled by piecewise continuous surface patches with combinat.ions

of discontinuities in depth, orientation and curvatul'e cornponents. The variation in

the pixel-source measurements during relaxation is now dne to the presence of t.hese

discontinuities. If there is a discontinuity within a neighbourhood, image samples

wouId lie on one or the other continuous patch across the discontinuit.y, ln this

discontinuous region, pixels on opposite sides of the discontinuities provide different

measurements of D(P) from each other, while within a continuous patch thel'C is no

source of l'l'l'or in measurement. If a neighbour Qi provides a measurement of 1J( l'),

when Qi and P lie on the same continuous patch, the measlll'ement is going ta he

exact, i.e., v = O. However, if Qi lies on the other side of the discontinuity as P, the

measurement is not going to be exact, and can be represented by:

Di(P) = D(P) +vni ' (5.5 )

For the pixels on the same side of the discontinuity in a local neighbourhood, the

l'l'l'or variances are going to be l'quaI. They will however, have different variance

values from the pixels on the opposite side.

A typical set of image samples will probably contain both additive Gaussian noise

and surface discontinuities. If in the reconstruction process, only the Gaussian noise

is accounted for, then discontinuities will be considered as being duc to the Gaussian

noise process too. If a simple relaxation process is used to eliminatl' this noise, thl!U

the discontinuities will be distorted as a consequence. On the other hand, if only the

discontinuities are accounted for, then variation in the surface duc to the Gaussian

noise will be inferred as discontinuities as weil, and in a discontinuity Iocalization

process, there will be edges found everywhere.
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The sltortcoming of the original curvature consistency algorithm is that it only ac

counts for the Vn error component in (5.3) and simple relaxation is used to smooth out

this noise. Therefore, it will perform weil in recovering surfaces from data containing

only additive Gaussian noise but will fail to preserve any discontinuities.

This situation can be remedied by using a cooperative method, where the pro

cess of evaluating neighbouring depth samples on the same continuous patch com

plements the process of evaluating a discontinuity between them. By this method,

the measurement operation (5.2) can be restrieted to occur between image samples

which are perceived to be in the same subregion in the discontinuous neighbourhood.

Within each continuous subregion, the measurements from each neighbour will pre

sumably contain only the vn error component, which can be easily smoothed out by

the relaxation process, without the influence of neighbours from the other side of the

discontinuity.

'1'0 restriet the measurement operation in this manner requires knowledge of the

presence of discontinuities in the local neighbourhood. Since discontinuities are not

given a priori, this cooperative process cannot be applied straight off. However,

starting from an initial estïmate, with each iteration of curvature consistency the

(dis)continuous nature of the local surface can be learnt. At each iteration, the

measurements from each neighbour can be weighted according to the current belief

that it is on the same continuous patch as the pixel at which the interpolating surface

is centered. In the next section, it is shown how it is possible to use the optimal

estimation techniques discussed in Chapter 4 to learn the discontinuous nature of

the surface between two neighbuuring pixels and to apply curvature consistency in a

piccewisc continuous manner.

5.1.3 Optimally Combining Measurements From Neigh

bours

As has bccn already shown, the pixellevel interactions taking place during the curva

turc consistencyvariational relaxation stage is very similar to the information fusion
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example shown in the last chapter. Bence, given the mcasuremcnt model of (5.'2)

at iteration k of the curvature consistency algorithm, llsing estimat.ion t.heory and

(4.17), the optimal estimat.e of D(P) il' of the form

IxJ
D(P)(k) = L ÀiDj(P)(k),

i=O

where each Àj needs ta he determined ta provide this optimal est.illlatc.

The value of '\i can be seen ta be the same as was derived in Sect.ion '1.:1.1.

([i.n)

l/fJl(k}
Àj(k+ 1) = /"2(k) /"2(k} 1/"2 (k)1 0'1 ~ + 1 0'2 • + .... + O'NAI'

i = 1... / x .1, (li.7)

where â}(k) is the current cstimate of the measuremeut error variance for neighho\lJ'

Qi in estimating D( P) 1. At each iteration, the crror of measurement is calculat.ed as

which is then used ta calculate the current estimatc of the error variance

û;(k} = ~ t t}(l}.
1=1

(.1.8)

(fJ.n)

As shown in Section 4.3.2, a recursive estimation process can he used to upclate fJ?(k)

instead of (5.9)

iT;(k) = iT~(k - 1) + ~((~(k) - fJ~(k -1)). (5.10)

•

This eliminates the need ta store aH the values for (j over aU the iterations. Ouly the

error variance ûf(k - 1) obtained in the last iteration is needed.

Many researchers [49] [54] [70] have used the first derivative (differcnce betwecm

ncighbouring pixel quantities) as an estimate of the continuity of the surface. Equa

tion 5.8 is similar ta taking a spatial first dcrivative in the discrcte form (diffcrcncc

IThere is a slight change in notation between (5.7) and (01.18) regarding the index of ..\j. Sinctl
the estimate of the measurement error variance used in calculating ..\j is actually obtaincd in ttJe
previous iteration, the index of ..\i is changed to k + l, rather than k.
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equation), except that ral.her than taking the difference between the neighbouring

quanti tics, wc arc taking the difference between the current estimate of the quantity

al. pixel P, and the estimate by neighbour Qi of the quantity al. P.

One other property of relaxation processes needs 1.0 be modeled in control theory

terrns. This property is associated with the change in the noise properties of pixel

sources over time according 1.0 new information content fiowing into the neighbour

hood. During a relaxation process, information travels across the image. There is

travel time associated with the information which depends on the neighbourhood size

being used. If Lnbd = 1 x J is a dimension of the local neighbourhood size being

IIscd in the relaxation process then, for information 1.0 travel a distance of L pixels

il. would take LILnbd number of iterations. If drastically new information reaches a

neighbourhood from a far region through one of the neighbourhood pixel sources, the

measurement error variance couId change. Hence, the neighbourhood pixels should

be treated as sources with changing noise properties. Fortunately, this situation has

been already considered in Section 4.3.3. The same solution is applied 1.0 the case of

ct1'rvature consistency relaxation process. The variance estimation process should be

made adaptive by considering only the T previous estimates in (5.9), i.e.,

k 1
ô}(k) = L -(Hl) where,

l=k' 1 {

1 if k <= T
k' =

k - T + 1 otherwise.
(5.11)

This results in an equation similar 1.0 (4.28) which gives a current estimate of the

noise variance of the pixel source whose noise properties changes over time

ô}(k) = ô?(k - 1) + !.((~(k) - ô}(k - 1)).
T

(5.12)

As mentioned in Section 4.3.3, if more recent measurements need 1.0 be favored

over older measurements, then a Gaussian or triangular falloir weighting function can

be applied 1.0 (5.11). The more recent the measurement, the higher the weight given

in its contribution 1.0 the overall estimate of the noise variance. In this thesis, rather
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than weighting the variance contribntion over time, IVe set T = l, which illlplies

â?(k) = (?(k) = [Ô(P)(k) - Di(/')(I.W. (5.1:1)

This effectively disregards the history of the el'ror variance, huI. l'l'ovides computa

tional simplicity.

5.1.4 Optimal Estimation in the Curvature Consistency

Formulation

It is now worthwhite to analyze how the original curvature consistency formulatioll

fits into the optimal estimation fralllework and vice-versa. In Sectioll :1.:1 il. was

shown that through a surface transport lllodcl (Fig. 3.2) each ncighbollr in a local

neighbourhood centered at pixel P provides llleasures Di ( l') of the Extended Darboux

Frame at P. Equations (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.9) show how the individual

components of Di(P) l'an be combined to give an estimate of D(/'). Ânalyzing these

equations, it l'an be seen that the Extended Darboux Frame lIIeasurements Di( l')

from each neighbour are being combined in the fonn:

• 1 IxJ

D(P) = 1 x J t; Di(/'). (5.1~ )

This is simitar to the forlll in equation (5.6), which was derived using an opti

mal estimation and measurement fusion framework. Comparing equations (5.Ci) and

(5.14), the value of .Ài used in (5.l~) l'an be seen to be a constant:

1 1
.À i = -- =

1 x J n
(5.15)

What this implies is that each neighbour qi is being given the same weight in the

measurement fusion equation (5.14) in each iteration. This is a natural consequence

of the assumption that each neighbour lies on a continuous underlying surface. Com

ilaring equations (5.15) and (5.7), it l'an be seen that the former equation l'an he
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(5.16)

•

From tlw disWSHiotl ill Seclir.lI !j.l.2, it is knowlI I,hat this sitllation arlS(~S whell

Galllllli'Ln noille is ll.'l!HIfIlPd to Iw prelient in tll(~ image, bllt no discontilluities. Ir

diswlltinllitif~s were present in the imag(!, theu they would he distortcd by using the

IIpdate (!qllatioll in (!j.lt1).

5.1.5 Modification to the Updatp ~ 1uations

III a pn!vio\ls section it was shown that in rcgiolls o! clisccntinl1ities, not evcry ncigh

hour cati he cxpcctl~c1 to give mcasurcm<-nts of fJ(P) with the sarnc accuracy dll~

ta the presence of the Vd error cOrnpOllf!I1t in (5.3). A ncighbour Qi which is on ~hc

same side of the discontinuity1 as P will possibly givc consistently beUer estimates of

fJ( P) than a neighbour Qj which is on the opposite sicle. Due to the more accurat{'

mcasurernents, Qi would have a lower crror variance than Qj.

If the value of '\i is compl1ted as (5.7) rather than (5.15), an optimal estimate of

IJ(P) ';'ould be obtained from ail the measurerncnts. It is then possible to weight the

I11casurcmcnts of each ncighbour according to its crror variance. This kind of variance

wcighting encourz.ges mcasuremcnts from neighbours which are on the same side of

the disco...tinllity as P and inhibits the contributions from neighbollrs which are across

the discontinuity. This achieves the goal discussed in Section 5.1.2 of performing the

curvature consistency relaxation process only between neighbours which are on the

same cOlltlnuous subregion in the discontinuous neighbourhood, hence c1iminating

the Vd crror component in Eq. (5.3).

At the bcginning of the curvature consistcncy iterations, the crror variance values

û;(k) arc not a\'ailablc. Henee, initial values are nccdcd for thcm. Thcrc is no prior

reason to believe that one neighbour would give more aecurate rneasurements of D(P)

2This rtll80ning applies br.st in an J x J ntighbourhood 10 sttp and roof edges when 1 and J are
odd nurnbcrs. This way the central point is always one side or the other of the disconlinuily
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,:!.?!! t.he otllers. In tllis case each ncighhollr shollld he assign{~d ('ql1l\1 w('ighting in

the Incasuremcnt updat.c equations. Thc initial cn'or varianœ fOI' l'adl S()lII'(,(- is H(-l.

t.o 1, i.e.,
1

,\j(D) =
lx.!

Vi, i = 1... / x ./. (rU ï)

What. this achicvcs in the modificd curvature conHiHtcncy itlgorithlll il' t.hat. at firHt., fllll

variational relaxation is nllowed to take place over t.he whole il\lagl', Hllloot.hing out. tlw

Gallssian noise, and admittcdly, starting to distort the discontinuiti('s. lIowc'v(-r, as

the iteratiotls progrcss, thc crrot' variance of caeh ncighhollr in a !()callll'ighbollrilooi\

is Icarnt, and just after a few itcrations thc discontinuity 10caiiimt.Îoll pruœss sl.itrt.s

playing a major role. The consequent iterations thcn follow il stithle pattern wlwrc~ tl\('

curvature consistency relaxation proces!! takc!! placc only withill picccwiHC~ contilluolls

regions and not across them.

At this point, it should be remembcred that D( P) is acttlitlly a vl'dor compos(-lI of

the Extended Darboux Frame components, i.e., V( P) = (P, AJ", MI" N,·,I'i.I\fI" t\.MI')'

Hencc in ca1culating D(P) from the ncighbourhood mcasurcmcnts (Ji, (~ach com·

panent of D(P) necds ta he dctcrmined through this optimal estimation pro

ces!!. Each componcnt of D( P) wouid have an independcnt Àj componcllt iL';S()

ciatcd with it, i.e., ,\j = (ÀjP,'\iMr,AiMr,'\iNf,,'\iKMI.,'\iKMf,)' In a similar vdn,

ut = (utp,utMp,u1Mp,ulNp,ulKMP,ulKMP)' In otlter wards, cach cornpallcnt of lJ(fJ)

is up<1ated independently using the carresponding componcnt of '\il wlli(:11 in turn is

detcrmincd by the corresponding component of ur
Using the above discussioll, wc arrive at the modificd curvaturc consistcncy upc1atc

cquations which use optimal estimation theory as a basis. Equations (:lA), (:J..1), (:J.G),

(3.7), and (3.9), which are the update equations for cach of the cornponcnts of tlu~

Extcnded Darboux Frame D( Pl, are now writtcn as follows:

•
n

P(k + 1) = L Àip(k)Pi(k)
i=1

(.1.18)
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"
l'M/.(k + 1) = 'L, ),iKM/.I'M/... (k)

i=1

"l'M,.(k+ 1) = 'L,),;KM/.I'MI'.. (k)
i=l

(5.20)

(5.21 )

MJ>tk + 1) = i'i cos O(k + 1) +&2 sin O(k + 1), (0,211") sueh that 1) h" h2 E 1'1'

2) IIhlll = IIh2 11 = ~5.22)

3) (hl' h2 ) = 0,

wlwre
"Aij = 'L,),iM/.(Mp;(k). h;)(J\II';(k)· hj).

i=1

Each Cümponcnt of ),; is calculated as

(5.23)

(5.24)

I/û?j(k)
),;j(k+l) = I/û~j(k) + l/ûMk) +.... + I/û~j(k)'

whcre

(5.25)

(5.26)

and

(;j(k) = ÎJj(P)(k) - Dij(P)(k), Vj,j E (l', Mp,Mp, Np, l'Mp, l'Mp). (5.27)

Th" coelficients >. dcvcloped in (5.7) and more specifical1y for each component of

D(P) in (5.25), are the weighting functions assigned to each pixel in a neighbour

hoOlI. The properties of the optimal estimator using this kind of variance weighting

were presented in the last chapter in Section 4.2. The variance weighted curvature
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(a)

(c)

(h)

(d)

Figure 5.2: (a) A simulated noisy range image of a stcp junction. (h) IlIi·
tial estimate of the surface patches. (c) Underlyillg surface recovered usillg
the original curvature consistency algorithm after 40 itcratiolls. (d) Sur
face reconstruction using the curvature consister.cy modified ta incorporate
variance weighting.
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c:onsistcncy updatc c'luations demonstratc similar properties:

1. Ncighbours which dcrnonstratc Jow crror variances in cstimating the intcrpolant

patch pararnetcrs arc givcn more weight over the ones which have high error

variaJlccs.

2. If a~ = ai = ". = aJv, for "II neighbours Qi, then the measurements arc

averaged. This is the case in regions of ideal continuity.

:1. Ir one measllrernent Di(!') is perfect (a; = 0) from a neighbour Qi, then the

contribut.ions from the others arc rejected.

Figure 5.2 shows the results of applying the modified curvature consistency update

e'luations to a synthctic range image of a noisy step junction. Figure 5.2(c) shows the

rcsults of applying t.he original curvature consistency algorithm using a 5 x 5 neigh

hourhood arca after 40 iterations. As expected, the step edge is distorted completely

while obtaining a smooth surface fit. Figure 5.2(d) shows t.he results of applying the

variance weighted update equations after 40 iterations. From this figure it can be

secn that although discontinuity 10calization has been achieved, a smoolil conlinuous

sUliace is nol oblained. After just a few iterations the surface patches congeal to

form many piecewise continuous local neighbourhoods. This result shows that there

is something cise we need to take into consideration while modifying the curvature

consistency algorithm to fit the optimal estimation framework. The concept missing

hem is of pixel groupings in discontinuous regions. In other words, in the optimal

estimation framework, wc need to consider non-HO measurement sources.

5.2 Accommodating Pixel Groupings in Discontinuous Re

gions

lu the optimal estimation framework developed in Chapter 4, and applied to curvature

consistency in the last section, an assumption was made that the noise in the dilferent

sources was HO (Identically and Independently Distributed). No correlation betwecn

the dilferent sources was assumed with respect to their noise properties. However, in
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the case of surface samples on a discont.innous region of a snrfal'l' Illl'n' is a gronping

according to simi!arity in est.imation el'l'OI' variaIH'('s, ln Ihis l'as(', pixl'Is on 1111' sanH'

side of the discontinuity arc l'Orrclated in Iheir l'l'roI' varialH'('s, This ('ol'l'('lation ('onl<'s

abont duc to the inclusion of the noise componenl 1',/ dul' 10 disconlinnili('s in t.Il<'

noise model defined in (5,a), The "a noise ('omponl'nl l'an Ill' safdy assnnH'd 10 1...

uncorrelated bctwccn ncighbours over thl' whole image, howeVl'r in IIH' prl'S('nl'l' of an

edge, pixels on the same side of the l'dge arc corrclat<'d in tlH' 1',/ IlOisl' l'OinpOII<'nl..

This correlation necessitates the inclusion of the con""pl of pix('1 gl'Oupings in t.Ill'

neighbour weighting process,

The variance weighting method developed in the last sl'clion gave ns only parlial

rcsults. It achieved the goal of discûntinuity localization, hut did not givl' a smool.h

surface description. 1'0 propagate a conti nuity constraint, relaxation nl'eds to o"l'ur

within pixelneighbourhoods, However, in using the varian"" weighting melhod fl'Onl

the last section, this relaxation process was bcing curtailed in l'Ontinnons regions, ln

the simple variance weighting proccss it is possible fol' a single pixd son l'Cc to take

full control of the relaxation process in a local neighbonrhood, This conId happen

if initially this pixel source provided more accurate predictions than the l'est of 1.1",

pixels in the neighbourhood, This pixel source wonld then gel maximnm weight in

the next iteration and possibly in the consecntive iterations, Soon, there wonl" Ill' no

infiow of information into that neighhonrhood through the relaxation process, The

surface patch covering that neighbourhood wonld "frceze" an" take on the Extl'lllle"

Darboux Frame parameters that this infiuential pixel source estiumtes.

In the presence of a discontinuity, the continuity constraint needs to be propagah'"

through relaxation only within the subregions partitioned by the discontinnity, hnt not

across the discontinuity. If pixels in one subregion give better estimates of the snrfa""

patch parameters than the other subregions, then the tOllOle set of pixels shonld 1",
given higher weights than the l'est. Within this highly weighted continuous suhregion

however, the distribution of weights amongst the pixels should he relatively uniform.

The inter-region difference in w'!ights will prevent the continuity constraint from

being applied across the discontinuity. The intra-subregion sirnilarities in weights
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: A 5 x 5 neighbourhood mask straddling a (a) step discontinuity,
(b) a roof discontinuity. The mask is centered at P. The discontinuity divides
the neighbourhood into two subregions A and B.

would encourage relaxation to take placc within the subregions, hence providing a

continuous surface fit within each partitioned subregion.

The above operation can be illustrated with Fig. 5.3. Figure 5.3(a) shows a 5 x 5

neighbourhood ccntered at P straddling a step discontinuity, and Figure 5.3(b) sht)ws

5 x 5 ncighbourhood straddling a roof discontinuity. In both cases, pixels in subre

gion A consistently provide betler estimales of the surface patch covering, ccntered

al poiut P than the pixels in subregion B. Ail the pixels in this subregion should

have higher weights than the pixels in subregion B during the weighted curvature

consislency process. However, amongst themselvcs, pixels in subregion A should

have similar weights, and similarly pixels within subregion B should have similar

weights. This would stop the llow of the continuity constraint information across

the discontinuity, but relaxation would take its normal course within each continuous

subregion.

5.2.1 Mapping Error Variances to a New Fonction

A new weighting functions nceds to be used to accommodate grouping of pixels. This

weighting function should still be under the optimal estimation framework, in the
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Wcights

Error Vurinncc

Figure 5.4: Distribution of wcights aœording to a Gaussiau error fuudion.

sense that the mean square l'l'roI' of estimation after wmhining informat.ion fl'Onl

ail the pixel sources should be less than the mean square l'l'l'or dne t.o cach pixd

source separately. In addition, 1.0 accomplish pixel groupings in discont.innons re..

gions, weights should be assigned in such a manner that gronps of pixels rather t.han

individual pixels should he favored in these regions.

The desired weighting function should now have t.he following propert.ies:

1. The lower the el'roI' variance, more the wcight given to the sonl'ce.

2. The function should be bounded as the error variance approadles zero.

3. Groups of pixels providing more accu rate predictions should he given higher

weights.

4. Within continuous regions 01' subregions (across discontinllities) if the prediction

l'l'l'ors are similar between the pixel sources, the weighting shollld he similar too.

A mapping function which encapsulates these desired properties is one which

follows a (:aussian trace (Fig. 5.4)

where'Y is a smoothing control parameters which will he discussed later in this section.

Instead of using simple variance weighting, each source's error \'arianccs should he

mapped onto this modified Gaussian function 1.0 generate a value, which is normalized
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across the sources to obtain the final weight"

The weights for the e1ernents of V( P) to he used at each Iteration step arc then

cakulated as

n

),j(k) = W;(k)/ L W;(k)
i,: 1

(5.29)

(5.30)

This fundion is rnonotoni<:al1y decreasing, as shown in Fig. 5.4. Property 1 would

then he satisfied, i.e., the lower the error variance, the lesser the weight given to

the pixel. l'roperty 2 is satisfied since the fundion is bounded at the value 1 as

the error variance approaches zero. The 1 parameter controls the spread of the

weight distribution. This parameter is adaptive over the local neighbourhoods, and

is calculated for each Iteration, and for each local neighbourhood. The adaptive

rnethod to derive values for 1 is discussed next, where it will also been shown how

this new fllnction satisfies properties 3 and 4.

5.2.2 Making , Adaptive

The 1 parameter controls the amount of srnoothing. As used in (5.30) it determines

the spread of the weighting function. The standard deviation of the Gaussian function

is deterrnined by 0 = 1/2. The spread of the Gaussian weighting is determined by

the spread in the estimation error variance values of ail the pixel sources in the

neighbourhood.

Some other researchers ([54J [49J [41]) have used functions similar to (5.30) in their

aclaptive smoothers, bllt have left the parameter which determines the spread of the

Gaussian as a user-set parameter. According to their reasoning, by setting hi3h val

ues for this parameter, more smoothing rather than discontinuity ior;alization wOllld

occur, and by setting low values, discontinuity preservation wnuld be favored over

sl11oothing. This parameter being user-set in sorne ways defeats the whole parpose of

having an "adaptive" data smoother. We intend to make this :<n adaptive parameter

in our implementation. The value of this parameter is determined by taking the mean
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of ail the erraI' variance values,

.) IxJ

1 =-[~ J L ô}(k).
X. i=l

(;,.:11 )

In fact, thercin lies the strength of Ollt' adaptive smootll('l·. With the spl'l'ad of tll('

function directly related to the mean of the el'l'or variann's, t.hel'l' wOllld always 1..,

pixels sources on both sides of the standard deviation. This meallS t.hat. L1L1less ('al'h

pixel source lms exact.ly the same error variance as t.he ot.hers, t.ll('r" will always 1..,

sorne which will be given more weight than the others. If however, t.he 1 paraml'\.er

is kept constant as cited above, there is a danger of setting it. t.oo low, in whit'h

case noise may be interprcted as discontinuities, or t.oo high, in which case legit.inmte

discontinuities may be smoothed over.

The effect of using a Gaussian mapping function is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. 'l'II('

figure shows the weight distribution over two 3 x 3 neighbollt'hoods taken from t.he

range image shown in Fig. 5.2(a). The samples in the first ncighbonrhood have h".'L1

obtained from a continuous surface region. The second set of image samples are

obtained from a neighbourhood which contains a step edge discontiLillity.

In the neighbourhood containing samples from the continlloLis region, each pixel

source shows similar estimation erraI' properties. These error varianccs represeLlt.ed

by the 'x' symbols on the plots, are mapped onto the X-axis in Fig. 5.5(a). The

erraI' variances can be seen ta he clustered close together over a sllmll range. Aft.(,r

obtaining the value of 1 using (.5.31), the weights for each pixel SOllt'ce are ohtained

using the Gaussian weighting function in (5.30). Silice the estimation error properties

betwccn pixel sources in this neighbourhood are similar, the weights assigned to them

are relatively similar tao.

Pixel sources in one subregion of the discontinuous neighhollrhood show helter

estimation error properties than the other. As can be Jeen from Fig. 5.5(h), the

erraI' variance is distributed over a larger range on the X-axis. Ali the samples from

the subregion which give worse estimates are mapped on the higher end of the X

axis. After mapping them on the Gaussian trace it cau be seen that between the
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lIE lIE lIE
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(a)

Figure 5.5: Distribution of weights for the depth component according
to a Gaussian fUllctioll amongst pixel sources in a 3 x 3 (a) continuous
lIeighbourhood, and (bl discontinuous neighbourhood. The 'x' symbols on
the X-axis reprcsent the error variance estimate of the different pixel sources;
the •• ' symbols represent the corresponding weights assigned according to
the Gallssiall function; the '0' symbol on the X-axis is the mean of error
variances of ail the pixel sourccs; the '+' symbol shows the corresponding
mappillg of this mean onto the Gaussian trace.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.6: (a) A simulated noisy range image of a step junction. Snrface
reconstruction using a 5 x 5 neighbourhood size after 40 iterations (b) using
the original curvature consistency algorithm, (c) using variance weighting in
the algorithm, (d) using Gaussian weighting.
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two sllbregions there is a large difference in the assigned weights. However within

each sllbregion (mapped on either sides of the '+' symbol), the weights are rclativcly

similar.

lJsing Fig. 5.5 as an illllstration, it can be seen that the Gaussian weighting

flllldion proposed in (5.30) does satisfy properties 3 and'! presented in the last

section. In continuous regions or subregions divided by discontinuity, pixel sources

are assiglled similar weights and they arc grouped together in their weighting.

Ilaving established the legitimacy of the new wcighting function, wc modify the

cllrvaf.llre consistency algorithm and apply it to the same image of a noisy stcp junc

tion as in Fig. 5.2. The result is presented in Fig. 5.6. For reference purposes,

the surface recovered using the original curvature consistency algorithm is shown in

Fig. 5.2(b), the surface recovered using variance weighting is shown in Fig. 5.2(c) and

finally the surface recovered using the Gaussian weighting is shown in Fig. 5.2(d). As

can be seen from Fig. 5.2(d), the Gaussian weighted curvature consistency algorithm

provides us with a surface fit with the smoothness of the original curvature consis

tellcy algorithm, and the discontinuity preservation features of the variance weighting

method.

5.3 Chapter Summary

ln this chapter, two diverse areas of research: surface reconstruction theory and opti

mal estimation theory, were linked and the curvature consistency algorithm modified

to perform discontinuity localization while smoothing in continuous regions of a noisy

range image.

It was shown that during the curvature consistency iterations, each pixel in a local

neighbourhood aets as an information channel during variational relaxation. At each

iteration, the surface pat.ch parameters are updated using contributions from each

pixel in a neighbourhood. Similarities were shown between the curvature consistency

update equations and the multiple measurement fusion equations.

The concept of noise in the pixel sources was redefined. Two separate components
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of the noise property were iclentified. One of these COIll!HlI\"nts was assol'Ïat"d with

discontinuities present in the neighbourhood. Th" optilllHi estilllation fl'allll'work

provides a method 1.0 weight clown cOlltributions frolllllleaStll'l'IIlCllt SOllrc"s with high

noise levels. Using this framework, a pixel source weightillg lIlethod was inrorpOl'at"d

into the curvature consistency update equations. With the new inVl'rse variann'

weighting method, the continuity constraint was prevented fWIIl being appli,'d across

discontinuities. Since, pixel sources in a neighbolll'hood cOlltaining a discontinuity al'<'

correlated in their noise properties, anothel' weighting function was dev"\op,'cl. This

funetion accomplished pixel grouping by mapping the error varianccs onto a Gallssian

trace.

The discontinuity localization method which has resnlted frolll this chapt"r has

been made completely adaptive. In faet tbe only parallleter to set is the ul'igh

bourhood mask size. Even this parameter l'an be made coustant by nsing the saul<'

neighbourhood mask for most reconstt'l,~tionoperations. In the next chapter il, willlll'

demonstrated that the discontinuity localization property of the Iltodified surface rc

construetor l'l'mains invariant with dirrerent rnask sizes. II. will also be shown that the

algorithm is robust over different scales of discoutinuities and adaptive over regions

with different noise propcrties.
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Chapter 6 Results and Discussion

III this dHLpt..r SOli'" or th .. practi<:al issll"s rdat..d 1.0 th.. modifi ..d curvatur,' Coll

sist"IICY al!\orit.lllll ar" disnlss..d. i\ del.ail"d allalysis is p..rfornlPd 011 solllP of th..

paraillel."rs rdat..d 1.0 1.1", surfaI''' fittill!\ alld discolltillllity locali~atioll pro('('ss, S,'v

..rai r<'sllits of applyill!\ this aigorit.lllll 1.0 sYllthetic alld !'..al rallg.· il.;,.g"s al''' pres"lIt"d

1.0 validat., th.. rohustllPss of t.IlP algorithm.

II. is ;"sllnlPd that. t.h.. surfa"" samplecl ill the rallge imag.. cOlltaills cOIlt.inllous

r..giolls s"parat,·,; by disw:tt.illllit.i..s, which arc ntaill!y ill d..pth and oriellt.at.ioll. Th"

p.. rfo!'mallce of th.. modified ClIrvatllre co"sist.,,"cy algorithm 011 ail these !'egiolls will

1", altaly~"d. Th.. citallg"s ill the surface patch est.imates over t.he iterations of the

modified curvatur<' consist.ency algorithm are characteri~ed in a gene,;il manner. Thi~

is followed by a more detai!ed analysis of the changes in surface patch parameters,

and weighting values in sel..eled neighbourhoods over dirferent images. Pixel neigh

bourhoods straddling st.ep edges and roof edges arc analy~ed separately due to the

dif[..r,·n,·,· in the behaviollr of the algorithm in their vicinity. This is followed by results

of applying tll{' algorithm to images containing more cornp!ex art.ificially generated

surfa",'s, and to l'l'al range data.

On.. practical issue dea!t with in this chapter is iteration control and convergence.

'(" get a good snl'face fit, each image reqilires a different number of iterations of the

modified curvatnre consistency algorithm. Each iteration produccs a new global error

of fit. over the images. The global error of fit at each iteration provides a measure

of tll{' amount of change the surface patches have gone t.hrough from the previous

itl·ration. The mcthod of compul.ing the global error of IÏt in the original curvature

consistency a!gorithm is modified to take into account the faet that ail pixels may

uot contribute equally to the update of the interpolant surface patch parameters. A

Ill'W metitod of ca1culating the global error of fit is then devc10ped for the modified

cnrvature consistency algorithm.
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UHillg the glohal "l'l'or or nt, ('Ollv,'rg"II('e pmp"t1 i"H or tlll' mOllili,'d algurilhlll l\l','

('olllpared to the cOllv,'rg"l1"" PI'OP"l'ti"H or th" OI'iginal algurithm 1'01' dilf"l'{'lIt killd or

HllrraCI'H, A diHCIIHHioll iH also PI'{''''lIl<'d 011 tlll' Hlat" or IIll' Hlll'ra"" pall'iu'H al id,'al

('Ollv{'\'gl'lI('e, i,e" will'Il tlll' glohal "l'roI' or fil is ~"ro, 'l'Ill' ,'olulitiollS 1I<'(','"aI'Y 10

a('hieve thiH Htilte al'(' also pr<'s"I1I<"\.

A daim which is Illade ill thiH tll<'siH ahollt th" m'Hlili<'d ('I1I'\'atlll'{' l'UIIHiHI"IIl'Y

algorithm is t.hat it. is adapt.iVl' oV<'r dilf"I'('IIt. illlag,' pmp"l'l i,'s, Th,' oIisl'ollt.illllity

locali~atioll reatllre iH showlI t.o he rohllst alld adaptiVl' 0\','1' ('hallg"H ill s('al<' alld

lIoise properties ill ail imag<', '1'0 validat" III<' daims t.hat. this algorit.hm iH l'ollllsl

over scaleospace, expl'rin1l'lIt.s are ('olldllr\ed IIsillg diff"l'{'lIt tnaHk Hi~,'s and hy IIsillg

discont.inllitieH or dilferent SCOlies, '1'0 d,'nlOlIstrat." adaptahilit.y ov<,1' 1I0i,,', 1.11<' algo

rithm is applied to images cont.aillillg l'('gions wit.h \'al'yillg tlOi,,' proP"l'ti<'H alld IIHillg

masks or dilferent si~es.

6.1 Qualitative Analysis

ln this section details alld experimellts are present.ed t.o d<'monstrat.<' III<' o'lI'ralioll or

the modifled curvatllre cOllsistellcy algorithm. It is showlI how t.he Gallssian w"ighl

illg fUllction encourages relaxat.ion to t.ake place only withill "'lIIt.iIlIlOIlS l'('giollS or t.lu'

range image samples, or within continllous sllhregions part.itiolled hy disr<Jnt.illnit.i"H,

Over several h"r.:tions of the modined curvat.llre cOllsistellcy algoritlnn, the l'iHlnw's

in the surface estimates arc tracked. III additioll, ",'rtaill rd<'vallt 'lI'ighlnJllrhoods al'('

chosen, and the prediction error variance of each Il<'ighholll' and the "Ol'l'l'spolldillg

weights arc tracked over these iterations for certain illterpolallt pall'h paranJ<'["'"

Using this method, the modified curvdture cOllsistency algorit.hln is allaly~<,d '1l1a1i

tatively.

Step edgcs and roof edges arc treated separateIy ill this allalysis. In a Cllrvatllt'"

cOlisistency framework, with the presellce of a step edge in a ndghhollrhoo<l, li",
surface patch parameter which is e!fecte!! most by the discontinllity is lh.. positioll

(P) parameler (depth in a range image context). For roof ..dges, lhe paramelers
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alf.,,:t(,,1 II10st are the IIorlllals (N) or one of the principal Cllrvatllres (;,:, or ;':2). Duc

1.0 the .lilfere/we in the effectecl parallleters, the algorithlll operates differently in the

vidnity of t1w two kinds of discontinuities. II. is worth analyzing the changes in the

sllrface patch pararlleters scparittefy for the two. First, a general behavioral pattern

of the algorithlll is establiHlted whieh can be observed on ail kinds of surface data.

6.1.1 General Behaviour of the Aigorithm

ln the lirst iteration of the aigorithlll, :dl pixels in a localneighbourhood play an equal

role in the update of the interpolallt patch paramcters. Duc to the equal confidencc

j!iven to ail neighhours, at lirst the emphasis is on applying the constant curvature

constraint. During these initial iterations, some of the additive Gaussian noise is

sllloothed out, and the algorithm performance is very similar to the original curvature

consistency algorithm. Since the estimation error properties of the constituent pixels

have not hccn learnt yet, surface patches at pixels straddling discontinuities undergo

sOllle deforlllation. lIowever, after just a few iterations the estimation error variance

of earll neighbollr is learnt and the parameters of patches at discontinuity points start

hein~ corrected. The surface patch estimates at the discontinuity points start being

influenced hy neighbours in one subregion more than others. With further iterations,

the variational relaxation process continues only within continuous lH'ighbourhoods,

and within continuous subregions partitioned by the discontinuities. The propagation

of tllf' constant conti nuity conôtraint is not allowed across discontinuities duc to the

wl'ighting between ncighbouring subregions.

6.1.2 Localization of a Step Edge

The behaviour of the algorithm :lS described above can be seen in action in ~he surface

plots shown in Figure lU for an image containing a step discontinuity. The two key

feat.ures of the algorithm are seen to be satisfied: In continuous regions of the surface

data, the surface patehes are smoothed by app\ying the continuity constraintj In the

discontinuous region of the image samples, the continuity constraint is inhii;ited to
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• give truc discontinuity loc<tli~<ttion.

The most intcresting region 1.0 watch is th,' 011" straddling tlll' st..p "dg,·, 'l'Ill'

surface patches in the vieinity of the l'dg.. initially g,·t distort..d wh..n tlll' contillllity

constraint is applied with almost l'quai weights giv"11 ta ..ach n..ighhOlIl'. As ,'an 1,,·

seen in Figures 6.I(b) and (c), al. iteratioll 2 alld ~ l'l'sl"'di",·ly. th .. positiolls of th,'

set of pixels straddling the top of the edge al'l' drect..d hy lIeighhours ou hoth sid,'s

of the discontinuity almost equally. It cali he sœll l'rom th.. ligures that th,' positions

of pixels on top of the step edge arc pulled down and the on"s al. t.lu· hot tOlU of th..

edge arc pulled up. This state of arr,tirs lasts only 1'01' t.hosc few it...l'ittions. On...·

the estimat.ion erraI' pl'Opel·t.ies of each ncighhour of t.hos.. pixds ,II'" I..arut aud tlll'

weight.ing in t.he updat.e equat.ions st.arts taking erred, they arc now inlltu'lIc..:1 hy

pixels in one subregion more than ot.hers. The pixels near th.. t.op al''' iulllu'II(,,'d

more by their neighbours on top of the step edge, and the pixels IU'ar tlll' hot tom

start being infiuenced more by the neighbo'.Irs al. t.he hot tom of the edge. With

iterations 10,20 and 50 in Figures 6.1(d), (,~) and (l') respectively, these pixds mov..

back ta the top or bottom of the edge, depending on the suhregion whidt sllpport.s

them the most.

For pixels close ta the step edge, the Exteuded Darhollx Frame paramder which

undergoes the maximum change during the iteratious is the position paramder

P. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the estimation erraI' variance and wcight distrihation

amongst pixels in two differcnt neighbourhoods during the IIpdate of the positioll pa

rameter. The first· neighbourhood is a 5 x 5 neighhollrhood similar to the Olle shown

in Figure 5.3(a) straddling the step edge discontinllity. The other neighbourhooci is

a 5 x 5 neighbourhood in a continuous region of the range samples, away l'rom t.he

discontinuity.

Figure 6.2(a) shows the estimation erraI' variance of each pixel in the neighhour

hood containing the discontinuity al'ter the lirst iteration. Rccall that for the fi l'st

iteration, thl' weights assigned ta ail the pixels were equal. The erraI' variance vailles

are mapped (ln the X-axis, and the corresponding wcights mapped \Ising the Galls

sian weighting funetion presented in Section 5.2 of the last chapter. At this point,



(a)

(c)

(e)

6. Results and Discussion

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 6.1: Changes in the surface structure around discontinuities with
progressive iterations of the modificd curvature consistency algorithm, using
a 5 x 5 mask, after (a) initial patch estimate, (b) 2 iterations, (c) 4 iterations,
(d) 10 iterations, (e) 20 iterations, (f) 50 iterations
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Figure 6.2: The estimation crrors and the corrcspondillg wdghts ror the
position (depth in range image) component or the Extendcd Darboux Fralne
at a pixel straddling the discP'ltinuity using the IIlodiricd curvaturc cOllsi~

tencyalgorithm. Using a 5 x 5 mask arter (a) 1 iteration, (h) ... iteratiolls,
(c) 10 îtcrations, (d) 20 iterations•
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Figure 6.3: The estimation errors and the corrcsponding weights for the
position (depth in range image) component of the Extended Darboux Frame
at a pixel in a continuons region of the surface data using the modified
cllrvalure consistency algorithm. Using a 5 X 5 mask, after (a) 1 ileration,
(b) " ilerations, (c) 10 iterations, (d) 20 ilerations.
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G. Rl'sttlts and Discnssion

the segregation of pixels according to thcir estimation error pl'Opl'rtil's stat'\.s takin~

place. The neighbours which bclong 1.0 the subregion al. the bot.t.om of the step l'dg,'

provide the worst estimate of the position parmneter of the s\II'faœ patc11. Usin~ t.I",

Gaussian mapping function they arc given low wcighting fol' the update sta~e in the

next iteration. After the 4th iteration (Figure 6.2(b)), the segregation of subre~ions

according to their estimation properties is weil nnderway. The constant ellrvature

constraint starts being applied only between the eontinllolls subre~ions. lIy itera

tion 10 (Figure 6.2(1')), discontinuity locali~ation Ims b""n aehieved. At titis slap;e

and after (Figure 6.2(d)), the curvature consistency algorithm ('ontinul's 1.0 perfol'llts

smoothing, but only within continuous subregions of the neighbonrhood.

Figure 6.3 demonstrates the effect of the same algorithm on the estimation "t'l'or

variance and weighting of pixels in a continuous neighbourhood of the sam pie data.

Duc to the presence of high amount of additive Gaussian noise, initially the pixels in

the neighbourhood provide estimates of the position parameter with varying degrees

of accuracy (Fig. 6.3(a)). However, the estimation error properties of ail the pixels

start to show some similarities as the surface patch paramcters are refined even more

(Figure 6.3(b)). Soon they ail start giving similar estimates of the snl'face patch

position parameter, and hence arc assigned similar wcights (Figure 6.:l(c) and (d)).

At this stage the continuity constraint is being propagated frecly over the whole

neighbourhood, with each neighbour playing an almost equally important roie in

refining the interpolant surface pai.::h parameters.

6.1.3 Localizati.on of a Roof Edge

The behaviour of the mo(!ified curvature consistency for roof edges is similar to the

general behaviour desciïbed before. Whereas the parameter of the snrface patch

effected most in the presence of a step edge is the position P, in the presence of a

roof discontinuity, the surface normal N or one of the principal curvatures (K, or K2)

go through the maximum change.

The effect of the original eurvature eonsisteney algorithm and of the modified one

ean be secn in Figure 6.4. Fi/!,ures 6A(e) and (d) show the surface structure after
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(a)

(c)

(e)

6. Results and Discussion

(b)

(<i)

(f)

Figure 6.4: Surface reconstruction of a simulated noisy range image con
taining a roof discontinuity. (a) The original image, (h) initial estimate of
surface patches. Using a 5 x 5 mask, distortion of the edge after (c) 10
iterations and (d) 20 iterations of the original curvature consistency. Preser
vation of the edge after (e) 10 iterations and (f) 20 iterations of the modified
algorithm.
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Figure 6.5: The estimation errors and the corresponding weights for the
Normal component of the Extended Darboux Frames al. a pixel straddling
the roof discontinuity while applying the modified curvature cousist.ency al
gorithm. Using a 5 x 5 omsk, the estimation crror variance and correspond
ing weights after (a) 1 iteration, (b) 5 iterations, (c) 10 iterations, (d) 20
iterations.
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10 and 20 iteralions respectivc1y, of the original algorithm. It can he seen that the

surface patches close to the roof edge are distorted in their normals and cul'vature

corn ponents.

Initially, the surface patches at pixels straddling the discontinuity have a high

curvature cornponent, while the ones away from the discontinuity have a lower cur

vature cornponent. The directions of the normals arc different hetween pixels acl'OSS

the discontinuity. Due to the conti nuity constraint, in the relaxation process of the

original algorithm, the high curvature values of pixels straddling the discontinuity arc

forced lower and the low curvature values of thcir neighbours which are further from

the discont.inuity, are forced higher. This proccss coupied with the averaging of the

normal component results in surface patch estimates which are more continuous in

t.heil' normals and curvat.ures. However, this continuity constraint a!so destroys the

roof edge by making it bulbous.

From Figures 6.1(e) and (f), it can be seen that the modified curvature consistency

algorithm applies the curvature and normal continuity constraint only between pixels

which arc on the same side of the roof discontinuity. Figure 6.5 tracks the weighting

of pixels in a neighbourhood straddling the roof discontinuity during the refinement

of the norlllal (N) component of the interpolant. surface patch. The neighbourhood

analyzed is similar to the one shown in Figure 5.3(b). In accordance with the general

behaviour of the modified curvature consistency algorithm, each neighbour plays an

equal l'ole initially in the refinement of the normal component. This results in a slight

dist.ortion of the surface patch estimate in the discontinuous neighbourhood. However,

aft.er .he first iteration, the estimation error properties of the neighbours, with respect

to the normal component, are quickly learnt (Figure 6.5(a)). In Figure 6.5(b), it can

be seen that after the 5th Iteration the grouping of weights according to subregions

is weil establ!shed. At Iterations 10 and 20 (Figures 6.5(c) and (d)) and sub,.cquent

Iterations, the discontinuity localization is fully achieved. During the update of the

normal component, pixels in only one subregion play a major l'ole. The influence of

the pixels in the subregion across the discontinuity is curtailed due to the low weights

assigned to them.
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(a)

(c)

G. Ill'l'lu\ts and J);sCUSo'liOll

(h)

(d)

•

Figure 6.6: Surface reconstruction of an image containing d;scont;nuity ;11
position, as weil as curvatures and normals. (a) Original dat;L of CL dillcoll
tinuous sinusoidal trace in grid form, (b) initial fit of surface patches 1.0 the
image. Using a 3 X 3 mask, (c) surface reconstruction after 20 itcratiolls of
the original curvaturc consistency algorithm, (d) surface reconstruction after
20 iterations of the modified algorithm.

6.1.4 Discontinuity Localization in Complex Images

Surfaces in real images are assumed to he composed of continuons arca.<; and iL COIll

bination of step and roof discontinuities. The neighbouring surface patelles rnay be

discontinuous not just in their positions, but also in their normals, curvaLures alld

principal directions. So far, the images anaiyzcd have contained r.ither step disconti

nuities or roof discontinuities. Using images containing combinations of discontinu

ities of different types and range imaJ;es obtained From a laser range finclcr, it will he

demonstrated that the modificd algorithm performs well on more complex images.
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(a)

(h)

(c)

Figure 6.7: (a) Range image of an owl statue at'quired with the
NRCC/McGiIl laser range-finder. (b) Reconstructed surface after 8 itera
tions of the original a1gorithm. (c) Reconstructed surface after 8 iterations
of the modified algorithm.
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(a)

(c)

6. RCHlIllH and DiHClIHHioli

(b)

(d)

Figure 6.8: Surface reconstruction of an image of lwo overlapping rocks,
acquired using the NRCC/McGill University laser range-finderj (a) Original
range data in grid form; (b) Initial fit ofsurface patchcs to the image; (c) Sur
face reconstruction after 50 iterations of the original cllrvatllre consistency
algorithm; (d) Surface reconstruction after 50 iteratiolls of the modificd al
gorithm.
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Figure 6.6(a) shows an artificially generated image of a surface foll11\\'ing a sinu

soidal trace. A step discontinuity is introduced in the image. The slIl'face is dis

continuous not just in position, but also in the normals and curvatures alTOss t.!\('

discontinuity. After noise is added to the ideal image data, the first estinlllte of tl\('

surface patches is shown in Figure 6.6(b). Using a 3 x :J mask the resnlt. of applying

the original curvatlll'e consistency algorithm (Figure 6.6(c)) is wntrasted with the

result of applying the modified algorithm (Figure (i.6(d)). It can he visually veri

fied that the modified algorithm is better at localizing the diswntinuities in depth,

normals and curvatures.

To demonstrate the application of the original and the modified aigoritllllls on

range data obtained from l'l'al ohjects, experiments were conducled on images gath-
'..

ered from the NRCC/McGill laser range finder camera [52J. Figure 6.7(a) shows a

range image of an owl statue. The surface in this image consists of severai natu

l'al discontinuities like the step edge discontinuity around the rim of the eyes, and

a roof discontinuity at the nose position. In addition there are concave discontinu

ities between the body of the owl and the wings. If segmentation of the owl surface

is required, then it is imperative to preserve discontinuities between differellt snr

face regions. After 8 iterations, the original algorithm blurs away most of the edges

and completely loses sorne of the finer curvature discontinuities (I:igure 6.7b). The

modified algorithm, on the other hand, preserves most of the edges and structure

(Figure 6.7c).

A similar l'l'suIt is demonstrated for a range image of two overlapping jagged rocks

in Figure 6.8(a). The jaggedness and the boundary between the two rocks arc secn

to be better preserved by using the modified algorithm (Figure 6.8(c)) rather than

the original one (Figure 6.8(b)).

6.2 Iteration Control

One problem in using the original curvature consistency algorithm is to establish

when to stop iterating. As described earHer in Section 3.3, one approach is to track
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the global error of fit bctween Iterations [15, 37, 56J; when it falls below a l'articulaI'

thrcshold, the process is stopped. The same approach can be taken for the modified

algorithrn as weil. However thc convergence behaviour is slightly different between

the original and the modified Gurvature consistency algorithms.

In the original curvature consistency, the error of fit of a surface patch in a single

1 x J neighbourhood centered at P at Iteration number k is:

IxJ

cp(k) = L: ((P(k) - Pi(k))2 +(Mp(k) - Mpi(k»2 + (6.1)
i

(Mp(k) - Mpj(k»2 +(Np(k) - Npi(k»2 + (6.2)

(KMp(k) - KMpi(k»)2 +(KMp(k) - KMpj(k»2) (6.3)

where D(P)(k) = (P(k), Mp(k), Mp(k), N~)(k),KMp(k), KMp(k» are the updated

estimates of the Extended Darboux Frame parameters of the interpolant patch after

Iteration k and Di(k) = (Pi(k), Mpj(k), Mpi(k), Np)(k), KMpi(k), KMp;(k)) are the

estimates of these parameters provided by neighbour Qi. 1'0 calculate the global error

of fit, the Cp for ail neighbourhoods in the image are summed.

widthxheight

e(k) = L: epj
j

(6.4)

In the modified curvature consistency algorithm, the neighbours are weighted

during the update stage for each parameter. In the presence of a discontinuity,

this weighting will have an impact on the error of fit calculation. In providing

the updated patch parameters D(P)(k), each neighbour Qi is assigned a certain

weight ..\(P)(k) = (..\p(k), ..\Mp(k), ..\Mp (k), ..\Np)(k),..\'Mp (k ),..\'Mp (k)). Similarly

each neighbour should be assigned the same set of weights while calculating the error

of fit in the neighbourhood. Equation (6.1) then becomes:

IxJ

ep(k) = L: ((P(k) - pj(kW * ..\pi(k) +
i

• 2
(Mp(k) - Mpj(k)) * ..\Mpj(k) +

• 2
(Mp(k) - Mpj(k» * ..\Mp;(k) +

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)
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(Np(k) - Nl'i(k))2 * ANl'ô(k) +

(KÂtI'(k) - KMI.ô(k))2 *AK "l'i(k) +
(KMI'(k) - KMl'i(k)j2) *AKM/,i(k)

(lU\)

(lU))

(ri.! 0)

The global error of fit in the modified curvature consistency algol'ithlll Clln he

expected to converge more rapidly to zero than in the original aigorithlll. ln the

modified algorithm, duc to the weighting process, the surface patches Illay heconw

more dependent on one subregion of the neighbourhood more than others. In that.

case the surface patch parameters arc innuenced by less nurnbers of neighholll's, and

hence go through less of a change from one iteration to another. Since the global error

of fit is just a measure of the change taking place in the image from one itemtion t.o

the next one, it converges to a zero value much faster. The original algorithm surfers

from a slower convergence purely duc to the fact that therc arc more neighbours

involved in innuencing the surface patch est/mates, hence therc is more potential fol'

change in the surface patch parameters from one iteration to another.

The global l'l'l'or of fit for the step image and the roof image, shown in Figure 6.1

and Figure 6.4 respectively, arc tracked for both the original and the modified cur

vature consistency algorithm. The results are shown in Figure 6.9. The modified

curvature consistency algorithm out-performs the original one with respect to rate of

convergence. For the step image (Fig. 6.9(a)), in the carly iterations both algorithrns

arc matched in the rate of convergence, but in the later iterations the modificd algo

rithm provides a lower global error of fit. For the roof image (Fig. 6.9(b)), the glohal

l'l'l'or of fit in the original algorithm does not even converge. In this case howcver, the

modified algorithm actually forces the global error of fit to convergence.

With both versions of the algorithm the iterations can proceed infinitely. The

C'lllvergence only tends to zero (real valued) but never l'caches it. Practically, it is

tberefore prudent to stop the iteration when the global error of fit l'caches a certain

tolerable value. Iterative algorithms for surface reconstruction converge very slowly

in general [63]. A local Fourier analysis of the erraI' function from one iteration ta

anotber is done in [6]. 1'0 paraphrase Terzopoulos in [63]:
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of global error of fit when the original (salid line)
and modified (dashed line) curvature consistency algorithm are applied to
the image containing (a) the step discontinuity, (b) the roof discontinuity.
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Such an analysis shows that the high frequency cOlllpollellts of the error-

those components with wavelengths on the order of the grid spacillg- arc

short lived. On the other l:and, low frequency componenl.s persist through

many iterations. Thus a typical behaviour of an itcrativc algorithm is

that the error decreases quickly during the first few Iterations while the

high-frequency components arc bcing liquidated, but then set tics dOlVn

to a slow, asymptotic behaviour when only low-frequency cOlllponcllts

remain. The point is that although relaxation is inefficicnt at complctely

liquidating the error, il, is very efficient at smoothing il, out.

In the ideal case of convergence, ail neighboUl's should lie on the same piecewise

continuous surface. Since we arc dealing with a patchwork of local surface lits, this

implies that ail the local surface patches arc 0 2 continllous with each other al, the

extents of the neighbourhood support. Depending on the surface transport model wc

choose in the curvature consistency algorithm, il, is possible that al, ideal convergence

each neighbour lies on the same cont;lIuous patch.

An iso-surface check can easily determines whether two points arc on the same

surface or not. The idea behind :Ising the iso-surface check is as follows. If a neighbolll'

Qi has prediction error zero for the surface patch parameters centered at P, then after

applying the transport model, P should faH on the trace of the surface patch centered

al, Qi. If ideal convergence has been reached, then the reverse should also be truc:

When the transport model is applied ta the patch centered at P, then Qi should also

fall on the trace of this surface patch.

6.3 Adaptiveness of the Modified Algorithm

In certain images il, is pCissible for image properties ta vary across the image. The

image may contain discontinuities of different scales and of different types (step, roof

or a combination of bath). The noise over the image may vary across the image. This

may happen for example in a range image taken with the camera al, a small angle

ta the surface being imaged. In this case, the laser beam from the laser range-finder
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camera would Hol be perpendicular lo lhe burface, bul would sublend an angle wilh

lhe surface. Due lo lbis slighl foresborlening of lhe surface, samples from lbe surface

furlher away from lhe laser receiver oplics may be more noisy lhan lhe ones doser

lo il. In lhese cases, il is imperative lhat the surface reconstruction algorithm adapl

lo lhe changing properlies of the surface and give a consistenl surface fil. In lhis

section, the disconlinuily localizalion property of the modified curvalure consistency

is shown lo be robusl over changes in these image properlies.

ln the curvalure consistency algorithm, ail the computations are donc locally, us

ing dala in a neighbourbood defined by a mask size. Thebe local computations provide

lhe abilily lo use, compule and store information related lo each neighbourhood sep

arately from the olher surrounding neighbourhoods. If image properties are different

between lwo neighbouring regions, the algorilhm can adapt to this difference. Due to

this local processing the algorithm has the capability to adapt to changes in surface

structure, noise level and scales over the same image.

6.3.1 Scale Space Robustness

The idea of disconlinuities in data is intuitively connected to the concept of scale.

At one scale sorne' surface structure may be considered important while at a larger

scale, to be undesirable noise and smoothed over. In several applications such as volu

mclrie fitting lo range data, segmentation (parts decomposition) is performed on the

reconstructed surface. One approach to segmentation is to look for surface features

marked by extremal values of curvature (e.g. negative local minima, concave discon

tinuities, etc.) [15,17,31]. Parts are then segmented along boundaries comprised of

lhese features. It is thus important that the reconstruction algorithm he largely scale

invarianl over the same image, i.e., surface features of ail scales he preserved during

the reconstruction process. The robustness of the segmentation algorithm depends

on these features.

The concept of scale is also related to the neighhourhood mask size used in a

convolution process. The mask size deterrnines the granularity of the features being

measured. In the convolutions used for the curvature consistency variational relax-
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ation process, the size of the mask determines the number of nl'ighbonrs providing

estimates of tb interpolant surface patch pammeters. In the original ClIl'vature consis

tency algorithm, increasing mask sizes distort discontinnities at higher l'Iltes. Lat'ger

neighbourhood sizes distort discontinuities even more l'Ilpidly than the smallel' ones.

However, in the modified algorithm this is not trne. The discontinuity preservation

property of the modified algorithm remains intact between differently sized masks.

The idea of scale space filtering in 2D images has been devclopel\ by Witkin in

[72]. Koendrik [36] showed th'.) equivalence between scale space filtering with heat

conduction or diffusion equatiol1s. He stated two criteria for the diffnsion eqnation

formulation. These criteria were extended by Perona and Malik in [49]. Any pal'lldigm

for generating multi-scale "semantically meaningful" description of images must sat

isfy:

1. Causality: No spurious details should be generated passing from finer to coarser

scale.

2. Immediate Localization: At each resolution, the region boundaries shonld be

sharp and coincide with the semantically meaningful boundaries at that resoln

tion.

3. Piecewise Smoothing: At ail scales, intra-region smoothing should occnr pref

erent:ally over inter-region smoothing.

From the results in this section it will be seen that ail the above criteria are

satisfied by the modified curvature consistency algorithm when applied to surface

range data. No spurious details are introduced when the mask size is increased.

The region boundaries are sharp and coincide with the boundaries in the original un

corrupted image. At ail scales, the smoothing takes place within subregions separated

by discontinuities but not across them.

The 10calization properties of the original and modified algorithms are demon

strated in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 respectively. The image displayed in these figures

contains discontinuities of varying scales, with the scale becoming smallcr with height.

Four different neighbourhood sizes have been used in the reconstruction process. After
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

Figure 6.10: Scale space performance of the original curvature consistency
algorithm on an image containing discontinuities of varying scales. (a) Orig
inal image, surface reconstruction using a (b) 3 x 3 mask, (c) 5 x 5 mask,
(d) 7 x 7 mask, (e) 9 x 9 mask.
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(a)

(b)

(cl)

(c)

(e)

•
Figure 6.11: Scale space performance of the modificd curvature consis
tency algorithm on an image containing discontinuities of varying scales. (a)
Original image, surface reconstruction using using a (b) 3 x 3 mask, (c) 5 x 5
mask, (d) 7 x 7 mask, (e) 9 x 9 mask•
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6. Results and Discussion

the same number of iterations with increasing mask size the distortion of discontinu

ities is progressively \'Iorse (Figure 6.10) when the origin~1 algorithm is app1.ied. In

Figure 6.11, the discontinuity localization property of the modified algorithm can be

seen to remah stable over the different scates of discontinuities and using different

mask sizes. For the same number of iterations, the step edge is localized with each

mask size. The major difference in the use of the different mask size is the smoothness

of the continuous data regions.

The mask size basically determines how fast information travels across the image

during the relaxation process. With smaller masks, the rate of propagation is lower

than with larger masks. Therefore, to achieve the same smoothness of the surface,

a reconstruction process using a smaller mask would need more iterations than one

using a larger size mask.

6.3.2 Noise Leve} Robustness

Due to the fact that the computations taking place in the original curvature con

sistency algorithm are local to a neighbourhood, it exhibits an adaptive behaviour

over noise, i.e, if the noise properties differ across the image, the original curvature

consistency algorithm adapts to the noise variance. In each neighbourhood, the curva

ture consistency algorithm provides a maximum-likelihood estimate of the interpolant

surface patch, using information supplied by pixels only in that neighhourhood. The

same adaptive hehaviour over noise can he expected from the modified curvature

consistencyalgorithm. However, it remains to he shown that the discontinuity local

ization property of the modified algorithm remains invariant over the different noise

levels within the same image.

In Figure 6.12, the noise level rohustness of the modified curvature consis··;ency

a1gorithm is demonstrated. The image contains 4 separate regions, each with differ

ent levels of Gaussian noise added to the range positions. Each step disr.ontinuity

separating the four regions are of the same height. The region in the middle has the

highest amount of noise with with standard deviation of 5. Figure 6.12(h) shows the

reconstructed surface after several iterations. It can he c1early seen that the a1gorithm
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(b)

Figure 6.12: Noise adaptation of the modified curvature consistency alga
rithm. (a) Original image with noise of standard deviation j (outermost),2,
3 and 4 (innermost) added to the surface regions. (b) Surface reconstruction
after 2~ iterations using a 5 x 5 mask.

adapts to the changing noise levels in the image, and perfornls the same discontinuity

localization regardless of the magnitude of noise.

It is also interesting to evaluate the noise-adaptive properties of the algorithm

over scale space. Figures 6.13(a) shows an image with a much higher variation in the

standard deviation of the noise. The middle region of the image has a SNR of \0.

Figures 6.13(b) to (e) show the reconstructed surface after applying 50 iterations of

differently sized masks. It can be seen that with each change in scale, the algorithm

manages to localize the discontinuities to a different degrees. The 3 x 3 mask in

Figure 6.13(b) has the most trouble in providing a smooth estimate of the surface in

the noisiest region. The discontinuity locali~ation works in most neighbourhoods, but

in certain regions artifactua! discontinuities are localized. In sorne other regions, the

discontinuities are destroyed when they shouldn't be. Due to the high levcl of noise

and a small neighbourhood support, by the ûme the weighting process starts having

an effect, smoothing of the surface samples according to the curvature consistency

algorithm has not taken place fully. Noisy samplcs start being localized as surface

discontinuities after a few initial iterations. This problem is reduced somewhat in

regions with lower noise levels, or with increasing neighbourhood mask sizes. With

decreasing noise levels, the first few iterations achieve most of the smoothing, before
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(a)
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Figure 6.13: Noise space aliaptation of the modified curvature consistency
algorithm at multiple scales. Image contains regions with signal to noise
ratios of 10 (outermost region), 3.33, 2, and 1 (middle region). (a) Original
image, surface reconstruction using a (b) 3 X 3 mask, (c) 5 x 5 mask, (d)
7 x 7 mask, (e) 9 x 9 mask.
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the weighting process takes over the discolltinuity localization. With a larger nli~~k

size more samples play a l'ole in the surface patch l.'stimation hence, Illost o[ the

smeothing has already taken place before the weighting process kich in.

When the noise levels in the image arc low, a ma..k of any size would pCl'fürlll

equally weil. However, when the SNR starts approaching l, a larger ma.~k size will

obvioasly perform better than a smaller one. Without an estimate of the maximum

noise standard deviation in the image, it is dimcult to establish the lIlask size to he

used. However, by trying to estimate the noise variance a priori defeats the pnrpŒe

of making the algorithm completely automatic and adaptive. An alternative which

could be the subject of further research is to take a multi-grid approach similar to

the one proposed by Terzopoulos in [65]. He recognized that in relaxation mcthods

constraint propagation is very slow between widely separated proccssing elcments.

By processing the surface at multiple scales, coarser representation of the surface can

be used to constrain the finer ones and allow finer l'l.'presentations to constrain and

improve the accuracy of coarser ones.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions

In this thesis a Iink is demonstrated between relaxation processes and multiple

mea.qurement fusion problems. Optimal estimation theory is shown to apply to both

areas. Using optimal estimation theory as a basis, a new method is proposed in

the curvature consistency framework to estimate interpolant surface patch parame

ters from neighbouring pixels. The main dilference belween the estimation theoretic

method of integrating neighbourhood information and the original algorithm's up

date equations is that in the former, an inverse-variance weighting is performed to

give more emphasis to neighbours which provide better estimates of the interpolant

surface patch parameters.

By including discontinuities as a cause of noise in the pixel-source, the disconti

nuity localization feature of the optimal estimator is justified. Since sorne correlation

exists between pixel-sources in subregions partitioned by a discontinuity, the optimal

estimator is adjusted to take this pixel grouping into account. The variance weighting

is changed to a Gaussian weighting, with an automatically set "'f parameter adaptively

controlling the spread of the Gaussian. The smoothing of surface patch parameters

is now performed in such a fashion that intra-region smoothing is encouraged, and

smoothing across discontinuities (inter-region smoothing) is discouraged.

The scale-space robustness of the discontinuity localization method was demon

strated. It was sh.:>wn to meet ail the requirements enumerated by Perona and Malik

in [49] to determine the robustness of filter behaviour over scale space. It was demon

strated that the algorithm adapts to changing noise properties within the same image.

This was made possible mainly due to the automatic setting of the "'f parameter.

As claimed at the beginning of the thesis, this algorithm is free of user set param

cIers. ln fact the only parameler a user may need to set is the mask size. However

it has been shown that if the noise levels are not perceptually very high (no de

tailed quantitative analysis of the effect of noise levels has been done) different mask
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sizes give the same discontinuity localization and smoothing performance, the only

difference being the number of iterations required 1.0 achieve the same resllit. '\'0

accommodate high levels of noise in the image, a mu\ti-grid approach similar 1.0 the

one proposed in [65] may be investigated as an extension 1.0 this research.

An attractive feature of this algorithm is that the (dis)continllity of the local sllr

face region is learnt over the iterations. This information is stored in the error variancc

associated with each pixel-source in a given neighbol11'hood. '1'0 avoid complltationa\

complexity, the parameter T was set 1.0 1 in equation (5.11). This effectivcly disre

gards the history of the error variance. As an extension 1.0 this research, the effect

of setting T 1.0 a value higher than 1 may be investigated. Another extension wOllld

be the study of various weighting functions and their effects in weighting down older

contributions 1.0 ûl(k) in (5.11).

The mandate of the algorithm presented in this thesis has been ar/aillation 1.0 dis

continuities, not their explicit detection. Since the weighting function acts on every

parameter of the extended darboux frame D(P), discontinuities in depth, orienta

tion curvatures, and the principal directions should be localized. As an interesting

extension of this thesis, il. would be worthwhile 1.0 study the use of the error vari

ances associated with each parameter in explicit discontinuity detection, and in region

partitioning.

II. is my hope that this research and specially the new estimation theoretic ap

proach 1.0 looking al. relaxation processes, contributes a new direction in the study of

adaptive noise elimination techniques. II. is my hope to derive a more general frame

work for the use of optimal estimation theory in relaxation processes and to l'l'ovide a

basis for a more general adaptive smoother which l'an be applied 1.0 any sort of data.
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